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CHAPTER 1 
PRELIMINARIES 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
Mathematical functions are one of the basic building blocks of Mathematics. As 
such, there is an imperative that efficient, accurate and robust software is available 
for the evaluation of these functions. 
The functions of one real variables that are used can be split into three distinct 
classes: 
1. Elementary functions, such as exp, sin, etc, which are usually supplied by the 
compiler being used or a library add-on, such as in Java. The software for 
these functions is nowadays extremely good. 
2. Well-known special functions, such as error, Bessel, gamma, etc. which are 
provided in a wide range of commercial software libraries, and freely available 
packages. 
3. Uncommon special functions. These are used much less often and so have not 
appeared in any standard packages. 
Special functions commonly arise in such areas of apphcation as heat conduc-
tion communication systems, electro-optics, non linear wave propagation, electro-
magnetic theory, quantum mechanics approximation theory, probability theory and 
electro circuit theory, among others. Special functions is strongly related to the 
second order ordinary and partial differential equation. 
Special functions provide a unique tool for developing simplified yet realistic 
models of physical problems, thus allowing for analytic solutions and hence a deeper 
insight into the problem under study. A vast mathematical literature has been 
devoted to the theory of these functions as constructed in the works of Euler, Gauss, 
Legendre, Hermite, Riemann, Chebyshev, Hardy, Watson, Ramanujan and other 
classical authors, for example Erdelyi, Magnus, Oberhettinger and Tricomi [23], 
McBride [45], Rainville [62], Srivastava and Manocha [67], Szego [73], Titchmarch 
[74] and Watson [77], [76]. Brief historical synopses can be found in Aksenov [4], 
Chitiara [19], Klein [39], Lavrent'ev and Shabat [42], Miller [46], Whittaker and 
Watson [78], Prudnikov [60]. 
The special functions of mathematical physics appear most often in solving 
partial differential equations by the method of separation of the variables, or in 
finding eigenfunctions of differential operators in certain curvilinear system of co-
ordinates. 
The special functions are the classes of functions listed in (l)-(4) (other terms, 
such as higher transcendental functions, are sometimes used). 
1. The gamma function and related functions. 
2. Fresenel's integral, the error function, the logarithmic integral and other func-
tions that can be expressed as indefinite integrals of elementary functions. 
3. Elliptic Functions. 
4. Solutions of linear ordinary differential equations of the second order derived 
by separating certain partial differential equations, e.g., Laplace's equations 
in various curvilinear co-ordinates. 
1.2 GENERATING FUNCTIONS 
The name 'generating relation' was introduced by Laplace in 1812. Since then, 
the theory of generating relations has been developed into various directions and 
found wide applications in various branches of science and technology. Many authors 
choose to define the special functions in terms of generating relations. Also it may 
be used to determine a pure relation or a differential recurrence relation, to evaluate 
certain integrals etc. 
Generating relations play an important role in the investigation of various useful 
properties of the special function which they generate. They are used as ^-transform 
in solving certain classes of diflFerence equations which arise in a wide variety of 
problems in operation research (including for example, queuing theory and related 
stochastic processes). Generating relations can also be used with good effect for the 
determination of the asymptotic behaviour of the generated sequence (special func-
tion) {/n}^o Sisn -^ oohy suitable adapting Darboux's method. And, furthermore 
the existence of generating function for a sequence {/„} of numbers or functions 
oo 
may be useful for finding J2 fn by such summability methods as these due to Abel 
71=0 
and Casero. 
Linear Generating Functions 
Consider a function F{x,t) which has a formal (it need not converge) power 
series expansion in t 
oo 
F{x,t) = J2fn{x)e (1.2.1) 
n=0 
the coefficient of t" in equation (1.2.1) is, in general, a function of x. We say that 
the expansion (1.2.1) of F{x,t) has generated the set fn{x) and that F{x,t) is a 
generating function for the fn{x). 
The slightly extend form of generating function F(x,t) of the set fn(x) is 
oo 
F{x,t) = '£cnfn{x)e (1.2.2) 
n=0 
where c„; n = 0,1, 2, • • • be a specified sequence independent of x and t. 
Bilinear Generating Functions 
If three variable function F{x, y, t) possesses a formal power series expansion in 
t such that 
oo 
F{x,y,t) = Y.VnUx)Uy)e, (1.2.3) 
n=0 
where the sequence {y„} is independent of x, y and t, then F(x,y,t) is called a 
bilinear generating function for the set {fn{x)}. 
More generally, if F{x, y, t) can be expanded in powers of t in the form 
F{x,y,t) = Y.^nfain){x)Uin){y)t'', (1.2-4) 
where the a{n) and 0{n) are functions of n which are not necessarily equal, we shall 
still call F{x,y,t) a bilinear generating function for the set {fn{x)}. 
Bilateral Generating Functions 
Suppose that a three variable function H{x, y, t) has a formal power series ex-
pansion in t such that 
oo 
H{x,y,t) = X;/in/n(x) g„(y) t" (1.2.5) 
n=0 
where the sequence {/i„} is independent of a;, y and t and the sets of functions 
{/,i(x)}^Q and {gn(y)}^o ^^^ different. Then H{x,y,t) is called a bilateral gener-
ating function for the set {fni^)} or {gn{y)}-
oo 
H{x,y,t) = Y^yn fain) {x) g0[n) [v] t", (1-2.6) 
n=0 
where the sequence {?/„} is independent of x, y and i, the sets of function {fnix)}^^o 
and {gn{x)}'^^o are different, and a(n) and /3(n) are functions of n which are not 
necessarily equal. 
Multivariable Generating Functions 
Suppose that G(xi, X2, • • •, x^; i) is a function of r -I- 1 variables, which has a 
formal expansion in powers of t such that 
oo 
G{Xi,---,Xr;t) = YCngn{Xi,X2,---.Xr)f (1-2-7) 
n=0 
where the sequence {c„} is independent of the variables Xi,X2- • • ,Xr and t. Then we 
shall say that G{xi, • • •, x^; i) is a generating function for the set {y„(xi, • • •, -Xr)}^o 
corresponding to the non zero coefficients c„. 
Multilinear and Multilateral Generating Functions 
A multivariable generating function G{xi,- • • ,Xr;t) is said to be multilinear 
generating function if 
gn{xi,---,Xn) = fai{n){xi) • • • far{n){Xr) (1.2.8) 
where ai{n), Q2{n),- • •, ar{n) are functions of n which are not necessarily equal. 
If fai(n)ixi), • • •, far(n){xr) a^c all different, the multivariable generating func-
tion will be called a multilateral generating function. 
1.3 Gamma Function 
One of the simplest but very important special function is the gamma function, 
denoted by r(z). It appears occasionally by itself in physical applications, but 
much of its importance stems from its usefulness in developing other functions such 
as Bessel function and hypergeometric function. 
The gamma function has several equivalent definitions, but most popular defi-
nition which is given by Leonhard Euler, is a generalization of the factorial function 
for integer n, to non integer and eventually complex number z is defined by 
poo 
r(2) = / e-'f-^dt, R e ( z ) > 0 (1.3.1) 
Jo 
The integral representation of r(z) is the most common way in which the gamma 
function is now defined. 
Incomplete Gamma Function 
Generalizing the Euler integral (1.3.1), we introduce the related function 
r(a,a;) = T e'^ f-^ dt, a>0 (1.3.2) 
called the in gamma complete function. This function most commonly arises in 
probability theory, particular by those applications involving the chi- square distri-
bution. It is customary to also introduce the companion function 
Tia,x) = / e-'e-'dt, a>0 (1.3.3) 
which is known as complementary incomplete gamma function. Thus, it follows that 
-y{a,x) + r{a,x) = r ( a ) (1.3.4) 
Beta Function 
A useful function of two variables is the beta function which is defined by Rain 
Bailey [62] as 
B{p,q) = f tP-^ (1 - ty-^ dt, Re(p) > 0, Re{q) > 0 (1.3.4) 
Jo 
If we make the change of variable tx = 1 — ^ in (1), we obtain the symmetry 
property 
B{p,q) = B{q,p) (1.3.5) 
The relationship of the gamma function with beta function is given: 
B{p,q) = ^^pl^ql Re(p)>0 , Re(g) > 0 (1.3.6) 
An extension of Euler's beta function, analogous the recent generalization of 
Euler's gamma function and Riemann's zeta function is introduced by Chaudhry 
[11] as 
B{x,y;b) = f e-^ (1 - tf-' e-''/Wi-')I dt, Re(6) > 0 (1.3.7) 
1.4 FACTORIAL FUNCTION 
The Pochhammer symbol (A)„, where A denotes any number, real or complex 
and n any integer positive, negative or zero, is defined by 
' 1 , i fn = 0 
(A)„ = (1.4.1) 
A(A + 1) • • • (A + n - 1), if n = 1,2,3, • • • 
since (1)„ = n!, (A)„ may be considered as a generalization of the elementary facto-
rial; hence the symbol {X)n is also referred to as the factorial function. In terms of 
the gamma function, we have 
(A)„ = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ , A ^ 0 , - l , - 2 , . . - (1.4.2) 
so that 
iX)m+k = {X)m{X + m)k (1.4.3) 
and 
iX)m-k = } ~ ^ ^ ' ^^\ , 0<k<m (1.4.4) 
( 1 - A - m ) f c 
for arbitrary m and k. 
Let A(iV; A) denotes the array of N parameters ^^^^^ , j = 1,2, • • • iV, JV > 1 
and for any every positive integer m, we have 
{X)rnn = m'^'^Yli—^ , 71 = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . (1.4.5) 
j = l V / n 
Hypergeometric Function 
The term "Hypergeometric" was first used by Wallis in Oxford as early as 1655 
in his work 'Arithmetrica Infinitorum' when reffering to any series which could be 
regarded as a generalization of the ordinary geometric series 
(X> 
J2 -2" = l + ^ + ^^  + ••• (1.4.6) 
n=0 
but the main systematic development of what is now regarded as the hypergeometric 
function of one variable 
.Fi[a,6;c;z] = £ i ^ k i ^ , c ^ 0 , - 1 , - 2 , • • • (1.4.7) 
n = 0 V*^/" '^• 
was undertaken by Gauss in 1812. 
In (1.4.7), {a)n denotes the Pochhammer symbol defined by (1.4.1), z is the 
real or complex variable a, b and c are parameters which can take arbitrary real or 
complex values and CT^O,—1,—2,-- - . I f c i s zero or a negative integer the series 
(1.4.7) does not exists and hence the function 2Fi[a,b;c;z] is not defined unless one 
of the parameters a or 6 is also a negative integer such that —c < —a. If either of 
the parametes a or 6 is a negative integer —m then in this case (1.4.7) reduces to 
the hypergeometric polynomial defined by 
2F,[-m,b;c;z] = g ( - ^ ) " W" ^ \ - oo < z < oo (1.4.8) 
By d' Alembert's ratio test, it is easily seen that the hypergeometric series in (1.4.7) 
converges (absolutely, for all values of the parameters a, b and c, in the open unit 
disk u = {z : \z\ < 1}, provided that no zero appear in denominator of (1.4.7), 
that is, provided that c ^ 0,—1,—2,---. Indeed, in the theory of hypergeometric 
function, it is fairly well known that the Gaussian series (1-4.7) converges also when 
\z\ = 1 if Re(c -a-b)>0 
Generalized Hypergeometric Function 
In general, we say that a series Y,Un{x) is a hypergeometric type series in the 
ratio """^ ?i:f' is a rational function of n. A general series of this type 
where p and q are non-negative integers and every Ck, {k = 1,2,- •• q) is non-zero 
or a non-negative integer. The function defined by (1.4.9), which we denote simply 
pF(j, is called a generahzed hypergeometric function. 
Applying the ratio test to (1.4.9) leads to 
lim 
n—>oo 
Un+lix) 
Un{x) = lim •n—¥oo 
(ai + n) • • • (op + n) 
(ci + n) • • • (cq + n)(l + n) 
Hence, provided the series does not terminate, we see that 
(i) If p < g + 1, the series converges for all finite x. 
(ii) If p = q + 1; the series converges for \x\ < 1 and diverges for |x| > 1 
(iii) If p > q + 1] the series diverges for x except x = 0. 
The series (1.4.9) is therefore meaningful when p> q + l only if it truncates. 
Multivariable Hypergeometric Function 
The generalized hypergeometric series is the function of one variable. While 
Appell( 1880-1930) has defined four series Fi to F4 which are analogous to Gauss 
F{a, b; c; z). Picard has pointed out that one of these series is intimately related to 
a function studied by Pochhammer in 1870. Picard and Groursat also constructed 
a theory of Appell's series which is analogos to Riemann's theory of Gauss hyper-
geometric series. In 1893 Lauricella generalized the four Appell functions Fi, • • • F4 
to functions of n variables and defined his function as follows: 
. ( n ) 
A {""i^i ' ' ' i^ni ^ 1 ) • • • ) Cn,, X i , " ' " , X j i J 
7n\ ,•••,171,1=0 
( ,Ct)mi+--+m„ \b\)mi ' " ' \bn)mn ^ 1 ^n"^ 
r mil m„! ' 
\xi\ H 1- |2;„| < 1; ;i.4.10) 
<n) FB K . - - - ,a„,6i,---,6„; c; a;i,---,x„] 
E 
mi,---,m,„=0 
( ' ^ l ) n i l yO'njmn \P\)m\ ' " " (On jm„ Xi X^ 
V^ljmiH \-m„ 
max{|a;i|,---,|2;„|} < 1; :i.4.111 
9 
F^\a,b] Ci,---,Cn] Xi,---,Xr 
' mu-~^„=0 (Cl)mi • • • (Cn)m„ mi! mj' 
^ + - - - + y ^ < l ; (1.4.12) 
\^ Wmi+--+m„ (wijmi • • • (On)m„ ^l ^n " 
mi,-,m„=0 (Wmi+..+m„ "^1. m^-
max{|xi| ,---, |x„|} < 1. (1.4.13) 
1.5 GENERALIZED HERMITE POLYNOMIALS 
We derive the solution of the Hermite differential equation that occurs in the 
ID harmonic oscillator problem. The idea of how to generate recursion relations 
'by hands' in a symbolic computing environment for polynomials that satisfy an 
ordinary differential equation (ODE) can be found in the pioneering book by J. 
Feagin [Fe 94]. 
The Hermite polynomials play an important role in problems involving Laplace's 
ecjuation in parabolic coordinates, in various problems in quantum mechanics and 
in probabihty theory. 
Hermite polynomial in term of generating function is defined by Andrews [6] as 
exp{2xt-t^) = ^ Hn{x)—, 1^1 < oo, |x| < oo (1.5.1) 
n = 0 "•• 
Recently Pathan [55] defined generating function for generalized Hermite poly-
nomials as 
eMmxt-n = T ^"^'""^f ^" (1.5.2) 
10 
Generalized Laguerre Polynomials 
The generating function for Laguerre polynomials is defined by Andrews [6] as 
follows 
{l-t)-'exp(—=— = 5 ; ] L „ ( x ) r | i | < l , 0 < x < o o (1.5.3) 
K i t / „_f, Tl=0 
where 
L„w ^  t '-^ ''"' '^ 
ti (k<y (n - ky. 
In quantum mechanical problems, we need a generalization of the Laguerre 
polynomials called the associated Laguerre polynomials. A generating function for 
the Laguerre polynomials L^\x) is given by Andrews [6] as 
(1 - t)-'-- exp ( - ^ — ^ j = Y: Lr ) (x) r , \t\ < 1 (1.5.5) 
where 
Limu. f {-inn + m)\x^ .„ - 0 1 2 • • • (15 6) 
" ^ ^ ~ h {n-k)\{m + k)\kV ^ - " ' 1 ' ^ ' l^-^ -^ ^ 
Hubbell-Srivastava Function 
Hubbell-Srivastava functions w^^ijx) is defined by [37, p.351,(3.1)] 
where (A)^ = ^YW ^^"°*^^ ^^^ Pochhammer symbol, {f)}^o is a suitably bounded 
sequence of complex numbers, and the parameters v and N are unrestricted. 
Bessel Functions 
Bessel functions currently appear in astronomical and mechanical problems; the 
relevant theory is formulated in a coherent and organic body, displaying the wealth 
of properties and the connections with other special functions [54]. 
11 
Originally introduced by Bessel's in 1824 while discussing a problem in astron-
omy the Bessel functions have received the most extensive treatment among all the 
special functions. Even G. N. Watson in his voluminous book "A treatise on the 
theory of Bessel function" has not been able to exhaust the treatment completely. 
Bessel function is the solution of a second order differerntial equation 
where n is a constant is of frequent occurrence in physical problem. It arises in the 
determination of the solution of Laplace's equation associated with circular cyhnder, 
and so its solution are also called cylinder functions. 
These cylinder function are known as Bessel functions. The relation 
exp ^ - 7 = E ^ n ( x ) r , t ^ O (1.5.9) 1 / r 
- X 
2 
is called the generating function of the Bessel functions of integral order Jn{x). 
where 
is called the Bessel function of first kind of order n. 
The Bessel functions of nonintegral order is given: 
(1.5.11) 
and 
Ux) - ( -1)" J_„(a;) (1.5.12) 
Integral Representations 
If n is integral, then 
1 f^ 
Jn{x) = - cos(n(/>-xsin0) d0 (1.5.13) 
TT JO ^ 
is the Bessel's integral formula for Jn{x). 
12 
Bessel function of pure imaginary argument are related to J„(x) in the same 
way as the hyperboHc functions are related to trigonometric functions, 
A function 
( \n+2k 
W . = . ^.V"< = A j ^ f ^ , (1.5.14) 
where n is not a negative integer, is called a modified Bessel function of the first 
kind of order n. 
For any integer n we give a relation 
I.r^{x) = In{x) ( 1 .5 .15 ) 
Generalized Bessel Functions 
The generalized Bessel functions, are characterized by two indices, two variables 
and one parameter. They are defined by a series of product of two ordinary Bessel 
functions of integer order 
CX) 
Jjr\x,y;t) = Y. fMx)Jn+mi{y) (1.5.16) 
i=—oo 
the parameter t being assumed complex. 
In equation (1.5.16), choose t = 1 and m = —2, then we get the ordinary B.F's 
for X or y equal to zero according to 
limJ^l'ix^y-t) = Jt\0,y-t) - JM (1.5.17) 
X—¥U 
The generalized Bessel function Jn{x, y, t) with two variables and one parameter 
is defined as follows 
oo 
Jn{x,y;t) ^ E t^ Jn-2i{x) Ji{y), {x,y) e R (1.5.18) 
i=—oo 
which for i = 1 reduces to the GBF, expressed as follows 
13 
J„(x,y; 1) = Jn{x,y) = Yl Jn-2i{x) Ji{y) 
i=—oo 
Jn{x,y;t) reduces to the usual B.F. in the following particular cases 
f^^"^ Jn/2{y) , for n even 
Jn{Q,y\t) = 
Jnix,0-t) = Jn{x) 
, for n odd 
Moreover one has 
(1.5.19) 
(1.5.20) 
(1.5.21) 
J„(.x,y;0) = 0 (1.5.22) 
14 
CHAPTER 2 
GENERALIZED HERMITE POLYNOMIALS OF TWO 
VARIABLES 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
The generating function of Hermite polynomials in one variable is defined by 
[43] 
oo j.n 
Y^Hnix)- = exp{2xt-t^) (2.1.1) 
71 = 0 " • 
Dattoli [20], modified the generating function (2.1.1) as 
oo j.ri 
J2Hr.{x,y)- = exp{2xt-yt^) (2.1.2) 
n=0 '^ • 
where Hn{x,y) is called generalized Hermite polynomial (GHP) and is defined by 
A Rodrigues type formula can also be used to construct the G.H.P of any order 
and is of the form 
Hnix,y) = 2 / " ' " ( - i r { e ' ' ( | ) e - ^ = . / ^ | (2.1.4) 
For brevity the following notations have throughout been adopted 
The generating relation of the generalized Hermite polynomial Hn,m,ui^) in one 
variable is defined by Lahiri [41] as 
n = 0 " • 
where n is a non-negative integer and m is a positive integer. 
Gould-Hopper polynomials have been introduced about four decades ago and 
more recently have been extensively studied by Hubbell and Srivastava [37]. Two 
different generahzations of the H.P have been proposed by Gould and Hopper and 
are based on generalizations of 
(a) formula of type (2.1,2) 
(b) formula of Rodrigues type 
For (2.1.2), the G.H.P can be derived from 
[n/m] I 
^•''^•*' = £ m^^\ '^'^""' '""•" ^  °' '2,1.8) 
with generating function 
Y^ Hl\x,y) - = exp{xt + y ^ (2.1.9) 
n=0 '^• 
It is therefore clear that the relation oi H^(x, y) with the generalized Bessel function 
is 
^ ^ ^ = li,mn{xMx,y) (2.1.10) 
00 
Hn{x,y\x,y) = J2 ^'^^In-i{x,y)^"'^Mx,y) 
/=—oo 
oo 
("^)/,,(x,y) = Yl In-mi [x) Ii{y) 
l=—oo 
oo 
("^)J„(X,2/) = Y Jn-ml{x)Jl{y) 
where 
/=—oo 
For the definition of J„(x,y) and In{x,y), we refer [20], Note that 
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§^Ki^,y) = nH^_,{x,y) (2.1.11) 
^Ki^.y) = 1—-TT^r-J^,?/), ( ^ > ^ ) (2.1.12) 
oy [n — m)\ 
and the recurrence relation 
H:\x,y) = x//-_i(x,y) + m y ^ ^ ^ - ^ / / r - J ^ , y ) (2.1.13) 
If we combine (2.1.11) and (2.1.12), we get a relation 
^^ H::{x,y) = ^K{x,y) (2.1.14) 
ax'" " ^ '"^ dy 
The second type of G.H.P proposed by Gould and Hopper has the form 
H^{x-a,(5) = {~ireP-'^[£\ [x-e-^^'"] (2.1.15) 
and it is easily shown that their relevant generating function is 
Y^Hll^{x;a,P)- = x-'^{x-trexp{P[x'^-{x-tr]} (2.1.16) 
n=0 ^• 
In particlar when a = 0, /3 = 1 then H^{x\ a,P) reduces to the ordinary H.P. 
2.2 HYPERGEOMETRIC FORM 
Relation (2.1.7) can be put into the form 
^ H n ^ r n A ^ ^ y > ( " l ) ' ( l ^ x ) " t '^+'"^ 
k n\ „^„ n\k\ 
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On comparing the coefficients of t" on both the sides, we get 
^n,m,i/{^) 7 ^ 
k /,,r,.\n—mk 
^ A;! {n — mk)\ (2.2.1) 
_ ^ (-l)H+i)fc (-n)^fc (t/x)"-"'^ 
fc=0 fc! 
U ] (_ l ) (m+l ) fc (^)mfc ^ ^ J ( ^ . _ ^ ) ] ( i , 2 ; ) " - " ' ^ 
fe=0 fc! 
By using (2.1.5) and (2.1.6), we obtain an interesting result of two variables in 
hypergeometric form as 
Hn,mA^^y) = ( ^ ^ ) " m-Po A(m; -n ) ; _; y( ) 
\ ux J 
(2.2.2) 
Particular Cases 
(a) When m = 1, we have 
Hn,iA^) = W^T iFo A(l;-n); 
ux 
(2.2.3) 
(b) When m = z^  = 2, y = — 1, we get the well known result of Maya Lahiri [41] 
i/„(x) = (2x)"2Fo A(2; -n) ; _ ; - ^ 
x^ 
(2.2.4) 
or 
HnM^) = Hn{x) = (2a:)" 2F0 n 1 n 1 
• 2 ' 2 ~ 2 ' - ' " ^ ' 
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Another Hypergeometric Form for Hn,mA^) 
Taking n = mrrii + 7712 in (2.2.1), where rrii and m2 are positive integers and 
7712 < m, m being a positive integer, we get; 
Replacing fc —> mi - fc, we get 
^ (TOI - A;)! ( m 2 + Tnfe)! 
^ - 1 ) " " (mmi + m 2 ) ! (i^x)'"^ ^ ( -1 )^ {ux)"^^ mjlms! 
TTii! 777,2! ^ (TTII - fc)! (7712+ 777,/;;)! 
On using ^^^^ = (-777i)fc and (^^^^^ = ( i r ^ ^ . w e obtain 
^ ^ ( - l ) " - ^ ( l + m 2 ) n ^ m , M " ^ ^ y ^ (-r77i)fc(7y3;)"-^ 
mi! ^ (l + 7772)mfc 
Again using (m2 + l)„.^- = 777"^ '= ( ^ ) ^ ( ^ 5 ^ ) ^ ••• ( 2 ^ ) ^ and (2.1.5), we obtain 
( -1)^^(1 + 7712)^^, (T^X)-^ ^ (-mi)fe ( f ) 
mfc 
0 = —^  2 . 
mi! ^ Afc (m; 1 + 7772) 
mk 
mi! i ^ ^! ^k (m; 1 + 7773) 
Hence 
n.mjni+m2,miv\-^) . 2^ m -7711,1; A(77i; 1 + 7772); I 
\77l 
VI-fux 
n 
(2.2.5) 
Proceeding on the similar lines,we can get the hypergeometric form of two 
variables Hermite polynomials as 
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when m = // = 2 then (2.2.5) reduces to 
-mi, 1; A(m; 1 + m2); - y — 
m 
, , ( - l U ( l + m 2 ) 2 m : ( 2 x r ^ ^ . 1 A/O 1 ^ ^ 21 
//2mi+7n2(a )^ = ^ — — ^ f—^^ 2-p2[-mi, 1; A(2; 1 + ma); x'] 
2.3 ANOTHER GENERATING RELATION 
From (2.2.1), we have 
^ ^ ^ {C)n Hn,mA^) T ^ y f ^ ( - l ) ^ ( c ) ^ ( ^ x ) " - " ^ ^ T 
,^0 "! ;to.t^o A:!(n-mA:)! 
Replacing n —> n + mk and using the Lemma 
OC I. m J OO OO 
5:^/?(A;,n) = 5:^/3(A;,n + mfc), 
n = 0 fc=0 n = 0 fe=0 
we get 
o = EE 
n = 0 /c=0 '^- ""• 
using (c)n+mfc = (c)mfe(c + mfc)„, we get 
Again using (c)„., = m™^ (^)^ ( ^ ) ^ • • • ( s ± ^ ) ^ , we get 
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(2.2.6) 
0 = Yl iFo[c + 'mk;__]uxt] ^ ^ \^Jk \ "Wfc V "^ Jk 
k=0 k\ 
y ,Fo[c + mk;_-uxt] Afc(m;c) [-{mt)^f ^^^ 
k=0 k\ 
Since iFo[a;_;x] = {1 — x) ", the above equation gives 
°° (1 - uxt)-^-"''' Ak[m; c] [-(mi)'"]*= 
» = E 
fc=0 
(I-Z.XO-'^J: 
fc=0 
fc! 
Afc[m;c] 
A;! 
mt 
1 — uxt 
mt ^"^ 
= (l-i/.T^) "mFo A ( m ; c ) ; _ ; - ( -
L V1 — i/xt 
We thus arrive at the divergent generating relation: 
(1 - UXt)-''r,rFo 
^(^^^^^--(l^) n=0 
^Cjn-nn,,m,J/(,-^J* 
n! 
Particular Case 
When m = i^  = 2, we get the well-known result; 
;i - 2xt)-'2Fo ^(^-'--(r^) 2t \ ' l ^y{c)nHn{x)f 
n=0 n! 
2.4 n^ '^  DIFFERENTIAL FORMULA 
From (2.2.1), we have 
m Hn,mA^) _ V^ ( - 1 ) ' = M 
n\ 
= E 
\fc/'.//».A'i—"ifc 
= E 
fc^ fc! (n -m/c ) ! 
k(,,\n—mk ^.n—mk 
fc=0 A;! (n —mfc)! 
(2.3.1) 
(2.3.2) 
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-r—TTT can be written m the form of — . ^^^.v,—^ where D 
(n-mky. (mn—mky. 
A 
dx 
Therefore, 
Hn,mA^) ^ ^f\ ( _ ] ^ f c { D ( m - l ) n ( ^ m n - m / . ) J ^ n - •mk 
n\ fc=0 A;! (mn — mk)\ 
because 2:)("^-i)"x" '^^ -'"'= = 0, for 
Hence 
<k <n 
-"' - ^ A;! {mn — mk)\ 
n—mk 
fc=0 
n ( -1 \fc n—mk (^mn—mk\ 
k=0 k\ (mn — mky. 
(2.4.1) 
Replacing A: —> n — k, we get 
n / -i\n—k ..n—mn+mk 
Hn,mA^) = 0^""-'^ n\Y.^ '^ '^ -^'^ 
to (" - ^)' i^'^V--X 
^ C _ i \ n j.(l-m)n j -)(m-l)n V ^ ( - 1 ) (l^O:)"^ n ! 
^ ' to {n-k)\{mk)\ 
Using, ( - n ) , = ( ^ , (n-fc)! 
"^ ^ (mA;)! fe=0 
Using again (mA;)! = A;! m"^'^ Afc [m(l), 1], we get a relation 
\mk 
i i „ , . , lx} - i 1) . D ^^ k\m-^^,[m{l);l] 
= (_1)- ^(1—)x Zp(-i)n,F^_^ L „ . A[m(l); 1]; {-) 
Km, J 
(2.4.2) 
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for Hn,m,iy{x,y) = i i ^^ kiln-mk)]^ ' ^^ ® "^^ differential formulae can be written in 
k=0 
the form 
-n; A[m( (2.4.3) 
Another Form of n*'^  Differential Formula 
From (2.4.1), we have 
n ( 1 \fe n—mk^mn—mk 
' ' ^Q k\ [mn — mky. 
Using, {-mn)mk = (-1)'"' ("^ ")! we get 
//„,..,.(x) = D^^-'>n\Y, ( l )+" ' t . ^ - "^ ( mn)^fc^^„_^, 
fc=0 
(mn)! 
jj{m-l)n mn V ^ 
A:! (mn)! 
fc=0 fc! (i/x)""*^ 
(mn)! 
i^ " n! 
{mn)\ 
j^im-i)nLmny Afe(m;-mn) 
A:=0 fc! uxj 
^ ( m - l ) n ( mn z. 
m-TQ A(m;-mn);_;-(^-—j | 
Therefore, 
imny. I 
m \™ 
A ( m ; - m n ) ; _ ; - ( (2.4.5) 
Special Cases of (2.2.5) 
Writing r for mi and taking m2 = 1, we get 
(-l)'-(l)2.(2a:)° 
H2rix) 
r! 
2F2[-r, 1; A(2;l); x' 
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Using (1)2. = 22 -Q)^ ( l ) „wege t 
^ (-ir 2^ - (0 , (ly ^ (-r).(l). {x^)>^ 
r! ^ 0 Afe(2;l)fc! 
- r - i r 22'- r' y" ^ ^ '^  ^ — 
= {-ly 2'^ r\ Ll-'/'Hx') 
Therefore, 
H2rix) = i-iy 2'^ r! 4-^/2) (^2) (2.4.6) 
where 
L ( - ) ^ V ( - l ) ^ ( r + a)!x^ 
i^ 'o (r - fe)! (a + fe)! fc! ^ ' ^^ 
is the Laguerre polynomial. 
Writing r for mi and taking 7712 = 1 in equation (2.2.5), we obtain a relation 
between two functions 
H,r,^{x) = ^ i ^ A ^ ^ / ^ ! : i ± i Z 3i . , |_, , 1- A(2;2); x' 
r 
= (-1)^ (2)2r {2x) ^ ( - r M l ) ^ 
r! ,t^ „ A,(2;2)/.! 
Using (2.1.5) and (2)2. = 2^ ^ ( | ) ( | ) , we write 
( -1 ) , 22'-+i (1), (f) X r ( y 2.2fc 
= (_l) ' -22'-+ir!2;E (-1)*^  (i+r)!x^ 
fc=o {r-k)\[\ + k)[kl 
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Hence 
i/2.+i(.x-) = i-iy 22'-+^  r! X L^}\x^) (2.4.8) 
Special Cases of (2.4.2) 
If we put m = 1/ = 2 in equation (2.4.10) then we get an interesting result 
between Hermite polynomial Hn{x) and n**^  differential form of associated Laguerre 
polynomial. Consider 
Hrrix) - ( - l ) "2 -" i9" iF i [ -n ;A[2( l ) ; l ] ;x2] 
= izil! nn V (-")^ ^ ^ 
2" ,t^ o ^^[2(1); 1] k\ 
2" .t^ o ( r i - f c ) ! ( i ) , fc! 
where D = ~ 
ax 
Multiply by (n - | ) ! / r (n + | ) and get 
( l ) „ .=o(fc-^) ! (n- fc) ! fc ! 
Using (2.4.7) in the above equation, we have 
Hnix) = j~- ^-\y D- d-'^ ix') (2.4.9) 
Now,we can find a relation between two Laguerre polynomials in n'^ differential 
form when n = 2r and m = v = 2. With the help of (2.4.6), we get 
•>2r ^1 T \ ^ ) (Ji.\ 
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and by (2.4.9) 
Combine both equations to get 
l2J2r 
Therefore 
v2 /2 r 
Using (2r)! = r! (2)2'' ( i)^, we have 
d~^^ i^') = ^~!fnP' D^' 4;^^ {x') (2.4.10) 
^ ' \V2r 
If we put n = 2r + 1, m = z/ = 2 in (2.4.2) and use (2.4.8), we get 
//2r+i(x) = (-1)^ 22'-+i r! X 4 ^ ^ (x^) 
V2/2r+l 
Combine these two to get 
\ 2 / ' 2 r + l 
or 
. 2r+l 
r n (-!)'• (2r + l)! ( - i ) ^ l^  
X r ! 
' 2 r+ l 
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Again using (2r)! = r! (2)^^ Q j , we get 
,u) (,.) ^ (-^)::,f^^)' f 1) D^r.. 44) (,.) 
22.4-2 ( i ) (2.4.11) 
2r+l 
Special Cases of (2.4.5) 
If we substitute m = w = 2 then we get a relation for Hermite polynomials of 
one variable in the form 
2 " /?' 
Hn{x) = ^ i^" X'^ 2F0 ..2n (2n)! 
We know that the equation (2.2.4) is 
A(2 ; -2n) ;_ ; 
xj 
Hn{x) = {2XY2F0 ^ ( 2 ; - n ) ; _ ; - ^ 
Replacing n —v 2n in (2.2.4), we get 
A(2; -2n) ;_ ; H2n{x) = ( 2 x ) 2 % F o 
Combine (2.4.12) and (2.4.13), to get 
2" n! 1 
x ^ j 
i/„(xO = 
i/n(x) = 
(2n)! 22" £>" //2n(x) 
n! D"" H2n{x) 
2" (2n)! 
When we put n = 2r in (2.4.12) and use equation (2.4.6), we get 
(2r)! 
22'- (4r)! ^2r(^) = ^^^TTZAT ^ ' ' [^4.(x)] 
Combine (2.4.14) and (2.4.6) and get 
(-l)'-2-r!L^^^x^)= ^ill)!^"^-^^) 
(2.4.12) 
(2.4.13) 
(2.4.14) 
(2.4.15) 
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^"^ ^^^ ' 22^  r! 22^  (4r)! " " ^ '' 
Using (2r)! = 22'' r! ( | ) , we have 
L^^ ix') = -^^r(^ D'^[H,r{x)] (2.4.16) 
If we put 72 = 2r + 1 in (2.4.12) and use equation (2.4.8), we get 
d'^ ix') = }~ll[ i^^r+i iH,r^^^x)] (2.4.17) 
From (2.4.16) and (2.4.6), we get a relation between two Laguerre polynomial as 
L ^ = ) (J:2) ^ '~^*' W-- £|2' L S ^ ' ^ X ) ' (2.4.18) 
If we combine (2.4.17) and (2.4.8), we get 
/ n (-IY+' (2r + l) ( i ) / n 
L^^ (x'^ ) = —-^  \,, ^'^- I^ '^ ^^  4.7/(x)' (2.4.19) 
22^+2 (I) ^ 2r+l K J 
2.5 INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION 
We shall obtain integral representation of the generalized Hermite polynomials. 
Recently Pathan [55] defined Rodrigues formula for G.H.P 
HmA^.) = i-irexpx"'^^^^^^^^, m>l (2.5.1) 
The integral representation of the exponent is a well-known result; 
exp(-.x"') = i — ] I exp{-t'^) cos mxtdt, for all m > 1 (2.5.2) 
Differentiate (2.5.2) with respect to x 
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D(exp(-.x"')) = f - ^ J ( - l ) m /°°exp(-t2)sinmxttc/t 
where D = -^ 
r dt D^iexpi-x"")) = I^] {-!) m^ Texpi-f) cosmxt.t 
D^''{exp{-x"')) = ( - | = J ( - l ) " m 2 " /°°exp(-t2)cosmxti2"dt 
Multiplying by (-l)^"exp(x'") on both the sides we get 
(-l)^"exp(x'")D^"(exp(-3;"')) = ( - ^ J ( - i rm2"exp(x" ' ) Hexp{-f) cosmxt t^' 
by (2.5.1), and therefore 
Hrr^,2ni^) = I - ^ ] { - l ^ TU^''OXpix"^) T exp{-t^) COS mxtt^'^dt ( 2 .5 .3 ) 
for all n = 0,1,2,3-•• 
Similarly 
H„rin+x{x) = ( 4 = I (-l)"+'m2"+^exp(x™) Hexp{-t^) sinmxt t^''+'dt (2.5.4) 
V vTr / Jo 
for all n = 0,1,2,3-•• 
Combining (2.5.3) and (2.5.4), we get 
(—1)" m" r°° 
Hm,n{^) = ^ — 1 = — exp(2;'") / exp(-i^ + mxt.i) T dt (2.5.5) 
^/^T J-oo 
The utility of these representations are discussed as 
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dt 
/ exp(—u — V + imxu + imyv) t" (u^;)" dw du 
-oo ./ —oo 
exp(.-» + y-) r» ,~ ^^pj_ ,^ _ ^ , ^ ^^ ^^  ^ ^^ ^^ ^ g (-"•7')" 
J — 00 J —00 n 'T'-
du dv 
TV —0   n = 0 
OXp(.x'" + y'") / - , 2 , • ^ / /•°' / „.2 
TT 
/ exp(~ti^ + imxu) I / exp(—t'^ + zmyw — muvt)dv > du 
By using 
r exp(-ah^ - 2bs)ds = ^ exp — , Re{a^) > 0 
./-oo a V a / 
exp(.T"' + y"") f°° 
IT 
exp(—w^ — imxu) \fTX exp f mw^ — zm- ) du 
oxp(.i:"' + y"') [^ 
n 
/ exp I —u^ — imxu + {mut — imy)'^/i \ du 
Z-^ .mil r,\ \ A I 
r, m"- n\ 
71=0 
exp {x'" + y™ - (mV4)y2 _ (^^ 2^ ^ 2)/ig ^ (m^ tey)/4 - (m'^  x^)/4} 
( l - m 2 t 2 ) / 4 
Particular Cases 
(i) For m = 2, equation (2.5.5) reduce to the integral representation of Hermite 
polynomial [43, p.63] 
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H2n{x) = Hn{x) = ^^ ( ^T^M^ ) r exp{-t^ + 2ixt)e dt (2.5.7) 
•V/TT J-OO 
(ii) For m = 2, equation (2.5.6) reduce to the utility [43; p.64] 
^ H2,n{x) H2,n{y) ^ ^ ^ ff„(x) ff„(y) T 
n=o 2"n! ^t'o 2-n! 
= ( l - ^ - ) - V ^ e x p { ^ - ^ ^ - / f ; ^ ^ ) ^ ] (2.5.8) 
Curzon obtained one of the many relations between Hn{x) and Pn{x) with n 
(integers) in the form 
P„(.x) = -^ / ee-''Hn{xt) dt (2.5.9) 
•v/TT 7 o 
where P„(x) is the Legendre polynomial. For the generalized Hermite polynomial 
of two variables Hn,m,u{xt,yt), we now prove a relation 
(1 _ j,:,t - vn-" = — - j j ^ t'^^^-^'^''^'-'e-''Hn,mA^t,yt)dt (2.5.10) 
P r o o f . On using (2.2.3), we get 
r(p) n! Jo ^Q/C! (n-mA;)! ^ ^ ^ 
^Q k\ [n - mky. r(p) Jo 
_ 1^ ] (^x)"-"-^- y^ 2 r (p + n - (m - l)fc) 
,t^ o fc!("-mA;)! r(p) 2 ^ ^^^ ^ 
L'nJ (.,^\n—nik . k 
,^0 k\{n-mk)\ ^Pl^-^^-')^ 
= {I - vxt - yf')-" = L-H.S 
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Particular Cases 
(i) When rn = ;/ = 2, p = | and y = - 1 (2.5.10) reduces to 
{l~2xt + t')-'/^ = Pn{x) (2.5.12) 
(ii) If we put m = u and y = —1 (2.5.11), then we get 
{mxy'-'^^{~\f 2 r (p + n - mA: +/c) 
^ k\{n - mky. r(p) 
^ r (n - mA; + fe + p)(mx)''-'^''{-!)'' _ ,p , , 
ho r{p)k\{n-mk)\ ~ '^ '"^ ^^ ''^  
Hcnice 
{1-mxt + n - ' = /i(:,„,(x) (2.5.13) 
Where /if(_,„(.x) is known as Humbert polynomial. 
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CHAPTER 3 
GENERALIZED INCOMPLETE GAMMA FUNCTIONS 
AND BETA FUNCTIONS 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
(a) Generalized Incomplete Gamma Functions 
Recently, Chaudhry and Zubair have [15] introduced a generalized incomplete 
gamma function T{u,x]z) which reduces to the incomplete gamma function T{u,x) 
when its variable z vanishes. T{i', x; z) is defined for complex parameters v, x and 
complex variable z by 
T{v,x-z) = / f'-^e-'-'''dt (3.1.1) 
Jx 
This function may be employed to express solutions to various important prob-
lems in applied mathematics and statistics [15]. It is the purpose of the present 
investigation to show that there exist connections between the generalized function 
defined by (3.1.1) and other known special functions, e.g. Kampe de Feriet (KdF) 
functions and incomplete Weber integrals. Indeed, we shall show in [section 3.2] 
that T{v,x;z) is essentially completely determined by a finite number of modified 
Bessel functions for all z^  7^  0 provided we know the values of two incomplete Weber 
integrals when 0 < Rei/ < 1. In particular, for n an integer r ( l / 2 + n, x; z) may be 
written essentially as a finite number of modified Bessel functions of half odd integer 
order; this has already been shown in [13, (6.1)] only for n = — 1,0,1 • • •. 
It will be convenient, in what follows, to call the parameter v the order of the 
generalized function T{v,x\z). 
From [15, (4), (12)] it is easy to obtain the useful and important functional 
chaiacterization: 
i^^(2v^) = \l2z'''^ T{-v,x-^^/~z;z) + l/2z-''^^ V{u,x^z-z) (3.1.2) 
where K^iz) is the Bessel function of imaginary argument or Macdonald function. 
Obviously, (3.1.1) immediately gives 
r(0,V^;2) = Ko{2^). (3.1.3) 
Representations for r{0,x;z) for arbitrary nonvanishing x shall be derived later 
(see(3.2.13) and (3.2.15) with n = 0. 
(b) Generalized Euler's Beta Function 
A generalization of well-known special function, which extends the domain of 
that function, can be expected to be useful provided that the important properties 
of the special function are carried over to the generalization in a natural and simple 
manner. Of course, the original special function and its properties must be recover-
able as a particular case of the generalization. Thus Euler (1707-1983) generalized 
the factorial function from the domain of natural numbers to the gamma function 
r(a) = / t"-^e-*'dt, Re( t t )>0 (3.1.4) 
dehned over the right half of the complex plane. This led Legendre (in 1811) to 
decompose the ganmia function into the incomplete gamma functions, j{a,x) and 
r{a,x), which are obtained from (3.1.4) by replacing the upper and lower limits by 
X, respectively. These functions develop singularities at the negative integers 
Two of [18] (MAC and SMZ) extended the domain of these functions to the 
entire complex plane [15] by inserting a regularization factor e~''/* in the integrand 
of (3.1.4). For Re(6) > 0, this factor clearly removes the singularity coming from 
the t = 0 limit and for 6 = 0 reduces to the original gamma function. It turns out 
that this generalized gamma function, Tb{a), is related to the Macdonald function, 
KMVb) by 
/•OC 
r„{a) = I r -^e-*-"/ ' dt = 26"/2^„(2\/6), Re{b) > 0, (3.1.5) 
and satisfies the recursion relation and reflection formula 
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r,{Q + 1) = ar,{a) + bVbia - 1), (3.1.6) 
m-a) = r « r , ( a ) . (3.1.7) 
Note that the relationships between the generahzed gamma and Macdonald func-
tions could not have been apparent in the original gamma function. These gen-
eralized gamma functions proved very useful in diverse engineering and physical 
problems [4-7,79]. 
The regularizer e~''^^ also proved very useful in extending the domain of Rie-
mann's zeta function [11], thereby providing relationships that could not have been 
obtained with the original zeta function. 
In view of the effectiveness of the above regularizer for gamma and zeta func-
tions, it seems worthwhile to look into the possibility that the domains of other 
special functions could be usefully extended in a similar manner. In particular, 
Euler's beta functions, B{x,y), has a close relationship to his gamma function, 
B{x,y) = B{y,x) = ^ ^ ^ ^ , (3.1.8) 
r{x + y) 
and could be expected to be usefully extendable in a similar manner. It has the 
integral representation 
B{x,y) = I e-\l - tf-^ dt, Re(x) > 0, Re(y) > 0. (3.1.9) 
It is clear that the simple regularizer given above would destroy the symmetry 
property so essential for the beta function. Since for the x - y symmetry to be 
preserved there must be symmetry of the integrand in t and 1 - t, we try the 
extension 
B{x,y;b) = ft^-\l-ty-'e-'/^'^'-'^Ut, Re{b) > 0. (3.1.10) 
This extension will be seen to be extremely useful, in that most properties of 
the beta function carry over naturally and simply for it and it provides connections 
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with the error and Whittaker functions, and even new representations for special 
case of these functions. Clearly, when b = 0 it reduces to the original beta function. 
3.2 REPRESENTATION FOR r{i^,x;z) IN TERMS OF A 
KdF FUNCTION 
The following basic lemma related to the incomplete gamma function is re-
quired. For p = 0,1,2 • • •. 
r{u-p,x) = i-iy 
u{l - u\ T{l + v,x)-e-^x^Y.'<-^)k 
1 
X 
(3.2.1) 
The above result has been obtained after replacing i^  by i^  — p in well known 
identity 
r^x) = r{u) e'^'x" iFi[l-\ + u-x\. 
then by writing the latter confluent function as a hypergeometric sum, employing 
elementary manipulations involving the adjustment of summation indices and prop-
erties of gamma function, we deduce (3.2.1). Now we replace u hy u + p -\- \, to 
get 
T{u + p+l,x) = p{l + v\ e-'^x" ^ (3.2.2) 
where p is a non-negative integer.(3.2.1) is the generalization of well-known special 
case 
T{-n,x) 
where n = 1,2, 3- • •. 
( -1) ' 
n! 
^ k-
r(o,.)-^E.!(--) (3.2.3) 
If the upper limit of a summation is less than the initial value of the lower 
hniit, then the summation vanishes. Thus (3.2.1), (3.2.2) and (3.2.3), respectively 
becomes identities when p = — 1 and n = 0. 
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By setting p = 0 in (3.2.1) and (3.2.2), we get a familiar relation for the incom-
plete gamma function: 
T{u + l,x) = uT{u,x) + e-''x'' (3.2.4) 
By changing exp(—2:/i) into Maclaurin series, (3.1.1) will be 
oc / ^\m (-zY 
r{i^,x;z) = Y.—7-n^-rn,x) 
m=0 ml 
(3.2.5) 
which is defined in [13]. Now, by using (3.2.1) to compute r(i^ — m,x), we see that 
1 / °° z"* "* / 1 \ '^  
r,-.,.;.) . - (e-.-^ E irT^ ;);;;;;^  EM. {--) - r(i - .,x).F,|-; i . .;.| 
(3.2.6) 
Then by adjusting the (3.2.6) and using modified Bessel function I„{z) may be 
written as 
W) = {z/2r r(i + )^ oFi[ - ; l + i/;zV4] (3.2.7) 
w(^  deduce 
4-^h^ 
where z/7^ 0 , - 1 , - 2 , 
x^e-
V 
rO:2;l 
\,V • 1 
1,1 + 1 :^ 
. 2 . 2 
-v(\-v,^-^V{y){^^ h{z) (3.2.8) 
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Since 
77'0:2;l 
l,V\ 1 
lA + v. ; ; 
. 2 . 2 
oFi[ - ; l + i/;zV4] 
^ Z ' \ pO:2;l 
2,2+J/ 
1,1 + 1/; 1 ; 
^2 - 2 
(3.2.4), (3.2.7) and (3.2.8) yield 
^ 1 z2 
r -I/, X 4 
)=r(-.,i)r(i + . ) 0 y w 
2^ xl^-^ 
4 1 + 1/ 
where 1/7^—1, —2, —3, 
„ - l / i p 0 : 2 ; l 
r : l , l + zy; 1 ; 
. 2 .2 
2,2 + ^/: ; ; 
(3.2.9) 
The Generalized Function For Nonnegative Integer Order n 
(3.2.8) and (3.2.9) are obviously of no use when v is negative integer. However, 
a procedure along the Unes of the derivation of (3.2.8) mutatus mutandis, but now 
utilizing (3.2.3) (instead of (3.2.1)) provides the result 
r(n,.x;z) = t £ ) ! J f ; t : ^ r ( f c , x ) + oFi[- ;n + l;z]r(0,x) 
n\ 
.fc=i 
-X 00 m—X 
E E !^ 
^ r ^ l (^ ^ + l )m m\ ^Q 
(3.2.10) 
Proof 
On setting v — n in (3.2.5) we have 
r{n,x;z) E ^ ^ r ( n - m , . x - ) + 5 : i - ^ r ( n - m , x ) 
m = 0 TTi! 77i=n+l 77Z! 
(3.2.11) 
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Let 
r{n,x\z) = 1 + 11 
Now 
" (-zY 
I = Y.-ZZr-nn-m,x) 
m = 0 m! 
Replacing n — m ^>- m, we get 
E 
r 'o (n-m)! r(Tn,x) 
n f|ofeS^<™'^' 
n! 7 7 1 = 1 
Now we take second summation of (3.2.11) 
7 7 1 = 7 1 + 1 ' " • • 
Replacing m ^> n + m, the summation will be 
n I \7l+77l 
7^1 (" + "^)! 
The second summation in (3.2.11) is then evaluated with the aid of (3.2.3); thus 
(3.2.11) will be 
T{n,x]z) {-zf " 
n! 771=0 
E ( - " U - Hrn,x) + {-zY ^ {-z) 
n\ y -71=1 \^ + n\ 
{-\y 
m! 
, - X 7 7 1 — 1 
r ( 0 , a ; ) - — X:A:! 
fc=0 X 
which is the (3.2.10). 
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By setting n = 0 in (3.2.10), we see that 
r{0,x-z) = oFi[-,l]z]r{0,x) 
Next we show that 
p—x oo ^m m—\ 
x£(^S<4)' <^ -^ ' 
7.0:2;! 
2;0;0 
: Q , 1;1 ; 
li,u 
xz,z 
ym—1 
= E 
oo m m 
0 \l^)rri\y)m fc=o E(«)fc^'' 
m—X 
"I fc=0 
Proof 
Let 
fcs; (3.2.13) 
/) _ rO:2;l 
^ - •^2:0;0 
a, 1 ;1 ; 
xz,z 
^i,u : 
k ^m 
^ (Q)fc(l)fc(lU (XZ)^2 
fc.t^O {^J)k+m{l^)k+m k\m\ 
Replacing m — k -^ m and use lemma 
Y: A{n,k) = Y.j:Mn-k,k) 
n,k=0 
Thus 
n = 0 fc=0 
0= E 
00 m m 
= 0 V / ^ j m ( ^ j m fc=o E(«)^ '^ - E 
oo - , m - l m - 1 
r ' l {fJ,)m-lil^)m-l h=zO E(«)fc^' 
Using (//)„_! = (// - l)m/(Ai - 1), we get 
m = l VP -"-M l,*^  •'•ym i.=o 
m—1 
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which is the R.H.S of (3.2.13) 
r (n , x\ z) given by (3.2.10) may be written in terms of a KdF function. 
V{n,x;z) ( ^ r f | ^ ^ ) i r ( f c , x ) + oF,[-;n+l;z]r(0,x) ^' 
n\ U^ri "^ 
r0.2;l 
1,1; 1 
—X ^Z,Z 
2,n + 2: ; 
{n + l)x 
(3.2.14) 
Connection With Incomplete Weber Integrals 
The general incomplete Weber integrals [52] are defined by 
Ce2ja,2) = r e''''t^'C^{t)dt. 
J 0 
(3.2.15) 
Here the subscript e^  denotes the presence of the exponential function exp(a^^) in the 
integrand, the parameters fjL,u may be complex, and Ci,{t) is a cylindrical function. 
When C„{t) = Ii,{t), then /g^ S^,z) converges provided that Re(l + ij, + u) > 0; 
when Cu{t) = Ku{t), then Ke^ ^ (a,z) converges provided that Re(l + ^±i>) > 0. 
Although the class of cyUndrical function Cy(t) includes also Bessel function of 
the first kind J^(t), Neumann function Y^{t), and Hankel function H'^'> {t),H^\t) we 
shall employ below results for Ce2 ^  (a, z) pertaining only to modified Bessel function 
h{t) and Ky{t). 
Miller and Moskowitz have shown that Ce2 ^  {\a,z\ is given by a linear combi-
nation of two KdF function F^ -OjO o ^ , ^ ^ > where ^ = 1 if Cu{z) = /^(^), K^{z) or 
^ = - 1 if a ( 2 ) = Jy{z),Yu{z),H^J\z),H'<^\z). Thus by replacing the cylinderical 
function Cy{z) by Iu{z) and K^{z), respectively in [52, (2.4)], we obtain two inde-
pendent linear equations involving two KdF functions F^Q-Q 
determinant is proportional to 
z2 : 2 
4 ' 4 . This system's 
h{z)K,^,{z) ^ K,{z)h-i{z) 1 
z 
Now we solve for the KdF functions thus obtaining 
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•C^2:0;0 
11+1^+1 / i - i^+1 ;i ; 
2 ' 2 • 
. 2 - 2 
'^ "+'^A'._,(z)42 r^,z)+/._,(z)/^,2 r^,z 
^fi 
(3.2.16) 
and 
p0 :2 ; l 
•^^2:0:0 
2 ' 2 • 
4 ' 4 
{H + U+l){fl-U+l) 
2/z+l {^'^i^)K<. (i'^) - ^''(^)%. {I')} (3-2.17) 
where Re(l + /u, ± i^ ) > 0. From these results we obtain, upon replacing iJ,hy u and 
i^  by 1 — i^ , 
0:2; 1 r i u : z ; i 
-f^  2:0:0 
: l , i / ; l 
. 1,1 + i^: 
-2 . 2 
= |{M-)^e;,.,(-J,-)-if-.W/<._.(-3,^)} {3.2.18) 
and 
p0:2 ; l 
.^2:0:0 
l,u;l 
2,1+ u: 
. 2 . 2 
Au 
^ {/i-.(^)i^e^,_. ( - ^ , ^ ) - i^ i - . ( - ) /< ,_ . ( - ^ , ^ ) } (3.2.19) 
where Re i/ > 0. Since I^^{z) = I^{z) + {2/7r)sm{7ru)K^{z) (3.2.19) and (3.2.20) 
may also be written as 
F: 0:2;1 2:0:0 
: l , i . ; l 
1,1 + 1^ 
- « T ' T 
= ~ {^'^(^)^e^,._. ( - i ' ^ ) +^-(^Ke^,._. ( - ^ ' ^ ) } (3.2.20) 
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and 
: l , z / ; l 
F! 0:2;! 2:0;0 —a 
2,1 + 1^: 
4 ' 4 
= JST {^-•(-)*<„, (-J.-) - ^-W^.:... (-i.-)} (3 2-21) 
where Re(z/) > 0. 
Therefore by using last results together with (3.2.8) and (3.2.9), we have 
<-^hi - r ( i - . , l ) r M ( ? ) " w 
+2(^)"e-'"{7.(z)K.;„_. (-£,.) +;c„(.);.;^_ (-£,.)} (3.2^22) 
where Re(j^) > 0 and 
^ 1 2^^ 
r -i., x' 4 r(_„.i)r(i + . ) ( ? ) " w 
- (£)' 'xe-'/ '{/„(.)if.;^,^ ( - | , . ) - / f„( .) / . ;^ ,^ ( - | , z ) } (3.2.23) 
where Re( '^) > — 1 and 
Finally, the latter result may be used together with (3.1.2) to obtain for 
Re{iy) > - 1 
rU.:- 2(^ ) ' ' ^ .W-r ( - . , i ^ ) r ( i + .)(|)"/„W 
+ $ (7)"'^"-* {''-(^ )^ «;«,. (-7r'} - ^-(^)^»;..,. (^•'} i (3.2.24) Z^ \ 2 
— X 
Therefore, last result tells that the generalized incomplete gamma function T{u, x; z) 
for all complex u may be written essentially in terms of two incomplete Weber 
integrals. 
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We list here the following which are useful in computations relating to half odd 
integer orders of the generalized function r{u,x; z): 
h/2{z) = J—smh{z), I~\/2{z) = \—cos h{z), 
\ TTZ V nZ 
Ki/2{z) = K^y2{z) = y ^ e -', 
r Q , 2) = ^/^er/c(^/i), V ( - i , z) = 2 f ^  - v/^ erfci^z) 
3.3 INTEGRAL REPRESENTATIONS OF THE EXTENDED 
BETA FUNCTION 
The integral representations of the extended beta function is very important 
and useful. It shows the relationships between the original beta function and its 
extension. First we provide a relationship between them. 
Theorem 1 
roc 
/ h'-^B{x,y;h)dh = T{s)B{x + s,y + s), Re(s) > 0, (3.3.1) 
Jo 
Re(x + s) > 0, Re(y + s) > 0. 
Proof 
Multiplying (3.1.10) by h^~^ and integrating with respect to b from 6 = 0 to 
b = 00, we get 
j^h'-'B{x,y-h)dh = j^b'-'(l\^-\l-tY-'e-''/^'^'-'^kt] db, (3.3.2) 
The order of integration in (3.3.2) can be interchanged because of the uniform 
convergence of the integral. Therefore, we have 
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j"¥''B[x,y-h)dh = j ' e'\l-tY-' (j^ h'-'e-''^'^'-'^^dhj dt. (3.3.3) 
However, the integral in (3.3.3) can be simplified in terms of the gamma function 
to give 
/ b"'e-''/^'^'-'^^db = r ( l - t )T(s) , Re(s) > 0, 0 < ^ < 1. (3.3.4) 
Jo 
By combining (3.3.3) and (3.3.4), we get (3.3.1). 
Set ,s' = 1, in (3.3.1), we get a relation 
r B(x,y;b)db = B{x + l,y + l), Re(x) > - 1 , Re(y) > - 1 , (3.3.5) 
Jo 
Remarks 1 
All derivatives of the extended beta function with respect to the parameter b 
can be written in terms of the function as. 
^^B{x,y-b) = {-irB{x-n,y-n;b), n = 0 , l ,2 , - - - . (3.3.6) 
We can also derive a partial differential equation with the help of the relations 
(3.3.1) and (3.3.6). 
Remarks 2 
The usual integral representations of the beta function carry over naturally to 
our extension and can be recovered from them by taking b = 0. 
T h e o r e m 2 (Integral representations) 
B{x,y;b) = 2 ['{cose)^'''\smefy-^e-''''^''''""''''de, (3.3.7) 
Jo 
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B{x, y- h) = 2'-^-y j \ i + ty-'ii - ty-^e-^"'!^^-'"^ dt, 
-<-^)=k^rTO^-""--'''-
B{x,y;b) = (c-a)^ '^-« ^ ( ^ i - o ) ^ - ^ c - u ) ^ - ^ exp 
7a 
(c - af 
{u — a){c — u) 
Re(b) > 0. For b = 0, Re{x) > 0, Re(y) > 0, 
(3.3.8) 
(3.3.9) 
(3.3.10) 
du, (3.3.11) 
B(...;.).2.-»-v:j-''«"-ii-:r^ -^^ ,^ 
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2-a-/3 r COS h{{a-P)x) 
(cos /ix)"+^ exp(—46cos/i^x) rfx, 
D{a,P;b) = 2^-"-^ /°° e x p f i ( a - ; 5 ) x - 2 6 c o s / i x ' ) rfx 
(cos / i i j ; ) "+/3 ' 
(3.3.12) 
(3.3.13) 
(3.3.14) 
B{a,p-b) = 2 2-a-/3 r COS h{^(a-p)x) 
Jo (cos/i|x)"+/^ exp(—26cos/ix) dx, (3.3.15) 
Re(6) > 0 For 6 = 0, Re(a) > 0, Re(/3) > 0. 
Proof 
When we use the transformation t = cos^6 and t = u/{l + u) in (3.1.10), we 
get (3.3.7) and (3.3.8) respectively. Similarly, (3.3.11) follows from (3.1.10) when 
we use the transformation t = {u — a)/{c — a). 
A useful inequahty 
B{x,y;b)\ < e-''B{x,y), x > 0, y > 0 6 > 0, (3.3.16) 
follows from the integral representation (3.4.8). Since the function e ''^ ""^ " '^  attains 
its luaximum at u = 1, 
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\B{x,y;b)\ < e-^'' -—du. ( 3 . 3 . 1 7 ) 
I V , y , ;i - j ^ {1 + uY+y 
3.4 PROPERTIES OF EXTENDED BETA FUNCTION 
In this section, we consider the analogue of (3.1.6) for the extended beta function 
and the extension of (3.1.8). 
T h e o r e m 3 (Functional relation) 
B{x,y+l;b) + Bix + l,y;b) = B{x,y;b). (3.4.1) 
Proof 
The left hand side of (3.4.1) equals 
I' {f-'{l - tf + e{l - tf-^] e-'^/'^'^^-'^kt, (3.4.2) 
which, after simple algebraic manipulation, yields 
Jo 
which is equal to the right hand side of (3.4.1). 
On putting 6 = 0 in (3.4.1), we get the usual relation for the beta function. 
T h e o r e m 4 (Product formula) 
Let Tbix) be the generalized gamma function as defined in (3.1.5). Then 
ro{x)T,{y) = 2j\'^^-^y^-'e-^'BUy;^] dr (3.4.3) 
Re{b) > 0 For 6 = 0, Re{x) > 0, Re{y) > 0. 
Proof 
Set t — rf' in (3.1.5), we obtain 
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r 
re 
>{r) = 2 / Jo 
^ 2 x - 1 ^ - 7 ( 2 - 6 ) , - dr] 
Thciefoie, 
(3.4.4) 
roo roc 
Jo Jo 
('?'+«') e - % - ' + r 2) dri dC (3.4.5) 
The substitutions TJ = rcosO, ^ = rsin^ in (3.4.5) yield 
f7r/2 roo /•TT/:^ roo „ 
rbix)r,{y) = 4 / / r2("+'')-ie-'' (cos^)2^-^(sin^) 
Jo Jo 
exp r^ sin^ 0 cos^ 6 drde (3.4.6) 
Interchanging the order of integration on the left hand side in (3.5.6), we get 
/•OC 
T,{x)V,{y) = 2 / r 
"'0 
2(x+j/)- lg-r2 ' ' 2 / (cos^)2"-^(sin^)2^-^ 
Jo 
exp 
6/r2 
sin^ 6 cos^ ^ 
rf^ Mr (3.4.7) 
From (3.3.7) and (3.4.7), we obtain above proof. 
By replacing 6 = 0 in (3.4.3) we get a classical relation (3.1.8). 
3.5 CONNECTION WITH OTHER SPECIAL FUNCTIONS 
In this section, we define a beta function which is related to other special func-
tions for particular values of the variables. We also define this fact for the cases 
y — —X and y = x. 
Theorem 5 
B{a,-a;b) = 2e-"'Ka{2b), Re(6) > 0. (3.5.1) 
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Proof 
Set 2; = Q and y = —a in (3.3.8), we get 
B ( a , - a ; 6) = / u'^-^e'''^''^'' Uu (3.5.2) 
Jo 
The integral on the R.H.S of the (3.5.2) is the Mellin transform of e-^^''+'' 'Mn Q 
that can be solved in terms of Macdonald and exponential functions [25, p.384] to 
give (3.5.1). 
According to [33, p.978(8.468)] 
n = 0 , l ,2 , - - - , Re (2 )>0 . 
Therefore, the extended beta function 0{n + 1,—TI — ^;b) can be written as the 
function 
In particular, for n = 0, (3.5.4) will be 
^(i"^'^) = VT'"'"' ^^(^)>°- (3.5.5) 
Theorem 6 
The extended beta function is related to the Whittaker function by 
/9 (Q,Q;6) = v^2-"6("-i)/V2''iy_„/2,„/2(4fc), Re(6) > 0. (3.5.6) 
Proof 
The substitution y = x in (3.3.9) yields 
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0{x, X- h) = 2^-2" f (1 - t2)-ie'^' ' /(i-*' ' dt. (3.5.7) 
Since the integrand on the R.H.S is even, Eq. becomes 
/3(x,x';5) = 2^-2^ f\l-t^Y-^e^^^^^'-''Ut. (3.5.8) 
Sot ^ = (1 - *^'^ ) in (3.5.8), we get 
l3{x, x; b) = 2'-''-'- C ^ ' ' ( 1 - if'-'e-^"^ d^ (3.5.9) 
which is the special case of the result [33, p.384(3.471)(2)] 
[x''-\u-xY-'e-^'^dx = (i^''-'^l\^^^^''''^" ex^ i - ^ r(/i)H^(i_2^_,)/2,./2(/3/«) 
((Re)(//) >0,Re(/3) > 0 , ^ > 0 . 
With 0 = Ah,u=l,v — x and ^J^.= \, this gives 
(5{x,x;h) = v^2-^'^M^-^)/V2''VF_,/2,x/2(46), Re(6) > 0. (3.5.10) 
Replacing x by a in (3.5.10) then we obtain our proof. 
In particular, taking a = 1/2 and using [23, p.432], we obtain 
'^{\'h^) = ^ ^ ^ ^ ( 2 v ^ ) ' Re(6)>0, (3.5.11) 
and taking a = 0, we get 
P{0,0;b) = 2e~^^Ko{2b), Re(6) > 0, (3.5.12) 
Remark 
The relationship [6, p.317] may be exploited to express (3.5.6) in terms of the 
confluent hypergeometric function ipia, c; z) 
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;j{Q,a;b) = ^/^2'-''''e-'"''^p(^,l-a;4bY Re(fe) > 0, (3.5.13) 
which incidently again gives (3.5.11). 
We can use the above theorems to express other extended beta functions as 
series of Whittaker or Macdonald function provided x — y ox x + y are integers. Now 
we define the fact in the following two theorems. 
Theorem 7 
/i(a, - o - n, b) = 2e'''' E f ^ ) K.+fc(2b). (3.5.14) 
Proof 
On putting x — a and y = —a — n in (3.4.1), we obtain 
/ 3 ( Q , - a - n; 6) = /3 (a , - a - n + 1; 6)+/3(a + 1, -a - n;6) (3.5.15) 
Using (3.5.15) recursively with n = 1,2,3, • • • yields 
i3{a,-Q — l\b) = /i/(Q:,-Q;;6) +/9(a + 1,—Q — 1;6) 
[5{a,-a-2]b) = ^{a,-a;b) + 2P{a + l,-a-l;b)+/3{a+2,-a-2;b), (3.5.16) 
P{a, - Q - 3 ; b) = (5{a, -a; b)+3P{a+l, -a-l; b)+3/3(a+2, - a - 2 ; b)+p{a+3, - a - 3 ; 6), 
and so on. The series arises exactly as the binomial series does and so we can guess 
tliat 
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n I 
n f3{a,-a-n,b) = Y. [ u P{a + k - a - k;b). (3.5.17) 
fc=0 
We prove that formula by induction. Let us assume that it holds for some n and 
use (3.5.15) to write p{a, —a — n— 1;6) It immediately follows that (3.5.17) holds 
for (n + 1). Now (3.5.1) and (3.5.17) directly yield (3.5.14). 
Theorem 8 
1 V^ O-u-fc h{a+k-\)/2 ( 1) k f3{a,a + n-b) ^ (0fe-2 ' ' ) -n J ] 2—'^ M 
2 ^^Q n k 
''^Miy_(«+,V2,(«+fc)/2(45). (3.5.18) 
Proof 
Setting X — a and y = a + n — 1 in (3.4.1), we get 
p{a, a + n; b) = f3{a, a + n - l;b) - P{a + l,a + n - l;b) (3.5.19) 
Also, Putting X = y = a in (3.4.1) and using the symmetry property of the extended 
beta function giv(>s 
Pia,a + l;b) = -P{a,a;b) (3.5.20) 
We can write this formla recursively starting with n = 2, to obtain 
P{a,a + 2-b) = -(3{a,a;b)--l3{a + l,a + l-b), 
1 3 
P{a,Q + 3;b) = -P{a,a;b) --p{a + l,a + l;b), (3.5.21) 
1 4 2 
P{a,Q+A;b) = ~P{a,a;b)--P{a + l,a + l-b) + -fJ{a + 2,a + 2-b), 
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P{a,Q + 5;6) = ^/3(a,a;b) - ^P{a + l,a + l;b) + -f3{a + 2,a + 2; b), 
and so on. Constructing the sequence of coefficients of /?(a + k,a + k;b) for different 
values of A;, on the R.H.S of (3.5.21), we can fit constant, hnear, quadratic, cubic, 
quartic, etc. polynomials for A; = 0,1, 2, 3,4 • • •, respectively. Therefore they satisfy 
the fornuila 
l3{cy,a + v-b) ^ \nY^ | ^ f " ~ M / ? ( a + A;,a + A;; fe). (3.5.22) 
This result can be simply proved by induction, assuming it true for some n and 
use (3.5.19) to write the coefficient of a typical term in the right hand side of the 
resulting equation. j3{x + p,x + p]b) has the coefficient 
n i-iy ( n-p\ n-l {-If ( n - l - p + l \ 
2 n-p\ p ) 2 n - l - p + i y P - 1 / ' 
which reduces to 
rij^^_^y 1 {n-p+l)\ 
n + \-p {n-2p+ l)\p\ 
This is the coefficient of the corresponding term in (3.5.22) with n replaced by (n+1). 
Hence (3.5.22) holds for all n. Now, using (3.5.6) and (3.5.22), we obtain (3.5.18). 
We expressed only the extended beta functions as finite series of Macdonald and 
Whittaker functions (When the sum or difference of the arguments is an integer) 
but we can also express the Whittaker, Macdonald, error and exponential functions 
as an infinite series of extended beta functions. This fact shows in the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 9 
°° (v) 
/^(x, 1 - y; 6) = ^^-^ p{x + n,l;b), Re(6) > 0. (3.5.23) 
n=0 "• 
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Proof 
Here (y)„ is the factorial function which arise in the power series as 
(1-^)-^ = i:iy)n-\ (3.5.24) 
n=0 "• 
Using (3.5.24) in (3.1.9), we obtain 
fi °° {y)n I3{x,l-y;b) = / 5 ] MIL t^+^-ie-^/l'^ ^-^^ldt. (3.5.25) 
Now the summation could be divergent at the end points of integration for particular 
values of x and y. However, for Re(6) > 0, the regularizing factor damps the 
singularity arisisng there. Thus we can interchange the order of integration and 
sununation to obtain 
/3(x, l-y;b) = V ^ ^ t t^-'^'-'e-'^^'^'-'^^dt. (3.5.26) 
Using (3.1.9), we obtain (3.5.23). 
Corollary 
Ka{2b) = ie^" f: ^ i ^ p{a + n, 1; b) (3.5.27) 
^ n=0 '"'• 
W-a/2W2(4?>) = 4 = 2 " ^^'""^^^' ^^ E ^-^—T^ ^(« + " . 1; b) (3.5.28) 
Proof 
We get these results directly by setting y — x = 1 and y + x = 1, respectively, 
with X ~ a. Both Eqs. reduce to the Macdonald function, KQ, in case a = 0. 
Further, with a = 1/2 in (3.5.28), the Whittaker function reduces to Erfc{2\/b). 
Remark 
When a is negative integer in (3.5.27) or a positive integer in (3.5.28), the series 
terminates and reduces to a finite series instead of an infinite series. With a negative 
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integer y in (3.5.23), the series will again terminate. 
3.6 MELON TRANSFORM REPRESENTATION OF THE 
EXTENDED BETA FUNCTION 
Theorem 10 
«. .«;« ^ ^ r " n i E ( f ± i ) £ | ± i ) , - M s , Re(6)>0 (3.6.) 
2Tn Jc~ioo L [x + y + 2s) 
Proof 
Let M. be the Mellin transform operator as defined by [25, p.305]. Then the 
operational form of (3.3.1) gives 
M{P{x,y- b); b^s} = r{s)0ix + s,y + s), 
Re(s) > 0, Re(x+s) > 0, Re{y+s) > 0. (3.6.2) 
Taking the inverse Melhn transform of the both sides of (3.6.2), we obtain 
1 i-c+ioo 
I3{x,y- b) = —- r(s)/3(x + s,y + s) b'^ds, Re(b) > 0 (3.6.3) 
ZTTZ Jc-ioo 
Now substitute (3.1.8) in f3{x + s,y + s), then we obtain above result. 
Sets .;; = u and y — —u in (3.6.1), using the Legendre duuplication formula and 
replacing b by \b yields (see [25, p.350, (25)] 
^ C '-^WW^ - - - -"'-"^ X^ {\^) • -(^ ) > « (3.M) 
Further, the substitution x = y = a and 6 = |^ in (3.6.1) gives 
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• j , ' . ^ * i ) - o . *" Lji;, 
^ < > - ^ ' - - . . • / , ; , - . X , 
^^ J^^ J^^ 62_ -^ 
- r ^ r}f^'_^Uo, r-ds = e-''''e-^"W_^/,,^„{0. Mb)>0 (3.6.5) 
nt Jr-ioc 1 (,S + « + 1/2 
R e m a r k 
(3.G.1) shows closed form evaluation of the inverse Mellin transform of a class 
of products of gamma fuunctions in terms of the extended beta function. 
3.7 THE EXTENDED BETA DISTRIBUTION 
In this section, we defined extended beta distribution by using the extended 
beta function and variables p and q with infinite range as 
f(t) = ) 0(p,Q;b) ^ ' _ ' ' 3.7.1 
•' ^  ^  I 0, otherwise ^ ^ 
A random variable X with probability density function (pdf) given by (3.7.1) will be 
said to have the extended beta distribution with parameters p and q, —oo < p < oo, 
-co < y < oo and 6 > 0. If u is any real number then [63] 
E(Xn = « f ± i i | i ^ (37.2) 
In particlar, for z^  = 1 
^ £ ( ^ ) ^ / 5 ( | H : M ^ ,3 ,3 ) 
represents the mean of the distribution and 
a^ = E{X^) - {E{X)f =: (^{P,<l-^mP + 2j-h)-J\p+l,q-,b) 
P^{p, q; b) 
is the varianc(> of the distribution. The moment generating function of the distribu-
tion is 
0 ° 4-11 1 OO J.71 
M,0 = Z^EiX") = -^j_^|:,(,,„„,)_ (,,5) 
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The cumulative distribution of (3.7.1) can be written as 
f(.) = 1 ^ (3.7.6) 
where 
P:rip,q;b) = r t^-\\-tf-^ e-''/['(^-''l dt, b>0, -oo<p<oo, -oo < q < oc, 
(3.7.7) 
is the extended incomplete beta function. For fo = 0, we must have p > 0 and q> Q 
in (3.7.7) for convergence, and then. Px{p,Q',Q) = PX{P,Q), where f3x{p,q) is the 
incomplete beta function [33, p.960] defined by 
/3x(p,?) = -2F,{p,l-q;p+\;x) (3.7.8) 
P 
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CHAPTER 4 
A CERTAIN CLASS OF GENERATING FUNCTIONS 
INVOLVING BILATERAL AND UNILATERAL SERIES 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
The aim of this chapter is to derive certain theorems on partly bilateral and 
partly unilateral generating functions involving multiple series with essentially ar-
bitrary coefficients. We also show how a number of (known or new) results can be 
deduced from this theorem by appropriately specializing these coefficients. 
First we give a proof of (partly bilateral and partly unilateral) generating fvmc-
tion for L;;'(.X) due to Exton [28, p. 147, (3)] 
or, (xiuivalently 
where 
m* = max(0,-m) (m G ^  : = {0 ,± l ,±2 , • • •)• (4.1.3) 
Proof 
Lot 
V y) „,tr=o rn\n\k] „,;5^^„ m\n\k\ 
Replacing summation indices m and n by m — fc and n + k, we obtain 
;^o(m + fc)! (n-fc)!/c! 
I / I = —DC » = ) « * 
Now, wc rearrange the resulting triple series 
^ ^ . (m + n)\ f-L\n-k j k\ 
m=—oc n=m' \ ' /" fe=0 \ / 
and use 
to obtain th(> required result (4.1.1) 
Exton's generating function (4.1.1) has since been extended by a number of 
workers including (tor example) Pathan and Yasmeen ([57] and [58]), Kamarujjama 
et.al. [38], Srivastava et.al. [71], and Gupta et. al. [35]. Kamarujjama et.al. [38] 
presented a new class of generating functions (4.2.1) in which the generating func-
tion (4.1.1) was extended to hold true for the product of three Hubbell-Srivastava 
functions Wf^{x) defined by [37, p.351, (3.1)] 
where (A),^  = r(A + //)/r(A) denotes the Pochhammer symbol {i^n}5^o i^  ^ ^^^t-
ably bounded sequence of complex numbers, and the parameters ly and N are unre-
stricted. 
For convenience, some notations are introduced here: 
1. Boldface letters denote vectors of dimension r , we have 
m = (mi, • • • ,mr), n = (ni, • • • ,nr) and k = {ki,---,kr). 
2. The symbol {fi(m,n, A;)} denotes a triple sequence and the symbol {f2(ni, n, k)} 
denotes a multiple (3r-dimensional) sequence: 
{ninium-i,--- ,rnr; ni.na, • • • ,71^; fcj, fca, • • •, ^r)} 
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3. Multiple series are written in simplified notation. Thus, for p,q E Z, 
Y, naeans J2 • • • E , 
tn=p m\=p mr=p 
q q q 1 1 
J2 means E • • • E • E • • • E 
m,n=p TM.j=p inr=p n i=p 7ir=p 
and 
(/ q q q q q q 
Y^ means E - - - E - E - - - E - E - - - E 
m,n,k=p mi=p mr=p n i=p nr=p ki=p kr=p 
with the usual meaning when p or q (or both p and g) are replaced by r-dimensional 
vectors with integer elements, so that (for example) 
q 91 9r 
Y means E • • • E 
k=p kl=pi kr=Pr 
4.2 GENERATING FUNCTIONS INVOLVING BILATERAL 
SERIES 
The main results of Srivasta.va, Pathan and Saad [70] on generating functions 
involving bilateral series are given as following 
Theorem 
Let {fl{m,n,k)} be a suitably bounded triple sequence of complex numbers. 
Also let 771* be defined by (4.1.3). Then 
- y- z- {-xz/yf 
2^ S2(m, n, A;) —- — 
m,ii,k=0 
= t t S'^t(l)^('n + k,n-k,k)±^ (4.2.1) 
provided that each member of (4.2.1) exists. 
More generally, for a suitably bounded multiple (3r-dimensional) sequence {f2(m, n, k)} 
of complex numbers if 
m* = (m*, • • •, m*) with m* : = max(0, -rrij) (4.2.2) 
{rrij e Z; j = l , . . . , r ) , 
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then 
f:.(»,n,.)n{£i;t^ fMi}. £ zngS) 
m,n,k=0 j = l K''h- 'h' '^]- ) m=-oo n=m* j = l K"h- "']•) 
|,n(..k,„-.,.)n{(:;)i£f|-}, '''•'' 
provided that each member of (4.2.3) exists. 
Proof 
For convenience, let S{x,y,z) denote the left hand side of (4.2.1). Then we 
observe that 
5 ( . , , , . ) = ^ Q K „ . A ) ^ 1 ^ 
Tn,n,fe=0 
Now replacing va — k and n + A; respectively by m and n on rearranging the resulting 
triple series, we are thus led finally to the generating relation (4.2.1). 
4.3 APPLICATIONS OF THE THEOREM 
In its special case when fi(m, n, /c) = 1, (4.2.1) reduces to a known results (4.1.1) 
or (4.1.2). 
Secondly, if we set 
in terms of the sequence {^ 2^ ^^ } (j = 1,2,3) and the unrestricted parameters A, /i, u 
and L, Af, A^  if we replace x, y and z respectively by x~^, y^'^ and ^~^ and apply the 
definition (4.1.5), we shall obtain a partly bilateral and partly unilateral generating 
function for the product of three Hubbell-Srivastava function in the form: 
C _ ~ ^ \ 00 cx) L-N-2m M+N-2n — = (A), (^)M {^)N E E n \ T\ n UV y J m^oo nt;^* (1 - A - L)„, (1 - /i - M)n 
E ( - l ) ' , , , {l^ + M-n)k n';!{-xf-'' (4.3.2) 
^ ' ' ( 1 - A - L + m)fc(l-i^-iV)fc " ' + ' = " '^  ^^ ^ ^ ' 
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provided that each member of (4.3.2) exists. 
The generating function (4.3.2) corresponds to the main result of Kamarujjama 
et.al. [38, p.361, (1.8)] in which the fc-summand should be corrected to read n in 
place of T]. Two further special cases of the generating function (4.3.2), associated 
with the products of three generalized hypergeometric polynomials, also appear 
erroneously in the work of Kamarujjama et. al. [38, p.362, (3.1) and (3.2)]. 
If in (4.2.1), we set 
nim,n,k) = Q'„,n:[nt (4.3.3) 
Choose 
and 
nL 
K 
{oti)m • • • iOip)r 
{f3l)m 
(Al)n ' (Arjn 
Mn---{t^s)J 
(4.3.4) 
(4.3.5) 
12'; ' = (p i k- {Pu)k 
Then (4.2.1) reduces to the following hypergeometric generating function: 
(4.3.6) 
p-l q 
ttl, • • - , « ; p ' 
Pi,''• ,Pq ; 
r-t s 
Xl,- • • ,Xr 
^U-'-yP-s 
F 
Pir " ,Pu ; 
O'l,- • • yCTv ; 
-xz/y 
3=1 j ^ i y__ £_ 
- E E 
m = - o o n=m' f ] (p)^ J ] {Pj)n 
j=l j = l 
p+s+n+l-t'q+r+v + l 
- n , (dp) + m, 1 - ifis) - n, (pu) ; 
m + 1, (Pq) + m, 1 - (Xr) - n, (a^) 
where (op) + m abbreviates the array of p parameters: 
(4.3.7) 
{-ly-' X 
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ofi + m, • • •, ttp + m, with similar interpretations for (/?,) + m, etc. 
Now we turn to some multivariable applications of Theorem (4.2.3) by setting 
n{m,n,k) = 1, (4.3.8) 
Wo thus obtain an extension of Exton's generating function (4.1.2): 
exp I 5 ] ( % + 2j - ^ ^ = Y. E n I iFi{-nj\ ruj + 1; Xj) ' ^3 "J 
j=l \ Vj J J m=-oo n=m« i^ l I mj.Tlj. 
(4.3.9) 
If, in (4.2.3), we set 
Q(m,n,k) = (]i(m) f]2(n) n3(k), (4.3.10) 
the left hand side of (4.2.3) would reduce at once to a product of three multiple series 
with essentially arbitrary coefficients. Thus, by assigning suitably special values to 
the arbitrary coefficients r2i(m), r22(n), and f23(k), we can deduce a number of 
generating functions involving the products of such multivariable hypergeometric 
functions as the familiar Lauricella functions F ^ ^ FQ\F(^\ and FQ of r variables 
[66, p.33] and their generalization introduced and studied by Srivastava and Daoust 
([64] and [65]; see also [36]). 
In view of the multinomial expansion (cf., e.g., [66], p.329, 9.4(220)]): 
OO ^ " l l y,mr 
( 1 - ^ 1 ^ . ) -^ = E (A).M+-+". Z-f • • • ^ h (4-3.11) 
(A G (C; \zi + --- + Zr\< 1), 
in (4.2.3) and (4.3.10) we set 
^ : ( m ) ^ { j ^^ = % (4.3.12) 
Q2(n) = (Ai)„, •••(A,)„,, (4.3.13) 
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and 
iUk) = (Ai)/c.+...4-fc., (4.3.14) 
aiul replace Xj by XjUj (j = 1, • • •, r). We thus find for the Lauricella first function 
F^'' that [cf. 26, p.25, (3.1)] see also [67, p.494(8i)]) 
(1 - Zi)-^' • • • (1 - Zry^^il + XiZi + •••+ XrZr)-^ = J ] Mn, ' ' ' ( A r ) n . ^ " " " " ^ 
n=0 " l ' '^•r-
F^^ [ij., -rii, •••, -Tir; 1 - Ai - ni, • • •, 1 - Ar - n^; -xi, •••, -Xr]. (4.3.15) 
OO m Ur 
(1 _ ^^ ^^,Y\l + X.Z,)-'-^ • • • (1 + XrZrT^^ = Y. ( A ) , n + . . . + n . ^ " ' " ^ 
F/5^ [ /xi , . - - , / i r , -ni , - - - , -nr ; 1 - ni rir - A; -Xi, • • • ,-a;^]; (4.3.16) 
(1-yi y.)-^l + ^ + --- + ^) - '^= E ( A W - . + . v ^ - - - ^ 
F^' [/i, A + mi + • • • + m,.; mi + 1, • • •, mr + 1; —xi, • • •, —x^], (4.3.17) 
which provides a niultivariable generalization of a known result [67, p.325, 6.5(9)]; 
{l-Z, Z,.)-\l + X,Z, + • • • + XrZrY^ = ^ (A)„,^...+„„ ^ • . • - ^ 
F^ [^ , - n i , • • •, -n^; 1 - ni - • • • - n^ - A; - x i , • • •, ~Xr\. (4.3.18) 
Finally, in (4.2.3) and (4.3.10) we set 
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l i i ( i n ) = (A)„,,,+. +tnr-i (4.3.19) 
^ 2 ( n ) = {ll)ni + -+nr, (4.3.20) 
and 
17,3(k) = {u)ki + ...+kr, (4.3.21) 
and then apply the multinomial expansion (4.3.11). If we make use of the familiar 
notations for multivariable hypergeometric fvmctions (cf. [66, p.38, 1.4(24)]), we 
tlius ol)tain th(> following multivariable generalization of another known result given 
by Patlian and Yasmeen [58, p.7(3.5)]: 
{l-Vl Vr) \ l - Z l Zr)-' 1 + 
DO OC 
Yl Yl ( A ) m j + - m . {^)m + -nr H i ^ ' ^ 
m=—oo n=m* 
Vr 
2:1;-;1 
i/*, A + mi + • • • + TTir : —ni ; • • • ; — n,. ; 
\ — Ui — • • • — rir — fi : mi + 1 ; • • • ; m^ + 1 ; 
- Xi,--- ,~Xr 
(4.3.22) 
Replacing Xj on both sides of (4.3.22) by Xj/v j = 1, • • • r and u —> oo, we get 
( 1 - . V 1 : ' A - ) " ' ( i - 2 i Zr) ' ' e x p 
^\Z\ 
/ . 2^ (A)mi + ...mr {Hni+-nr [[ i f j" \ 
i = - o o n=m* 9=1 K^^j- ^ J - J 
^1:1;-;1 
A + m i + • • • + mr 
-ni — Tlr 
i - m 
X 1, • * • , Xj-
rir - fi : mi + 1 ; • • • ; m^ + 1 ; 
(4.3.23) 
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which can also be deduced directly from (4.2.3) and (4.3.10) by replacing (4.3.21) 
by 
Q3(k) = 1. 
If we change yj ->• \~^yj and Zj -)• /i^^Zj (j = l , - - - r ) , and niin(A,/x) -)• oo 
th(>n we get (4.3.9) which is the reduced form of formula (4.3.23). 
4.4 A GENERAL THEOREM FOR PARTLY BILATERAL 
AND PARTLY UNILATERAL GENERATING FUNC-
TIONS 
We present a general theorem on partly bilateral and partly unilateral generat-
ing functions involving the product of three polynomials with essentially arbitrary 
coefficients. 
Theorem 2 
Let {A„}, {Bn} and {C„} be suitable bounded sequence of arbitrary complex 
numbers and let m* = max(0, — m) and the parameters a, f5 and 6 be unrestricted 
in general 
Then, for every integer Mi, M2 and M3 > 0, 
y A.. Bn Ck V"" z\-xzlyf ^ ^ y^z'^ 
hi) i'^+S)^h^^ {l + a + MiTn)M,k 
provided both sides of (4.4.1) exist. 
Proof 
Denote, for convenience, the first member of the assertion (4.4.1) by V. Then 
it can easily seen that 
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Now replacing i — k and j + fe respectively by m and n and using Pathan and 
Yasmeen modified Exton's result [58, p.2(1.3)] and the factorial function, we are thus 
led finally to the generating relation (4.4.1). This completes the proof of Theorem 
2 under the assumption that the rearrangement is justified by absolute convergence 
of the series involved. Thus in general, Theorem 2 holds true for such values of 
variables x,y and z for which both sides of (4.4.1) exist. 
Remark 
If we set M\ — M2 ~ M3 = 0, we thus obtain the result 
7n,n,k=0 \ y I ni=-oc n=m' k=Q 
(4.4.2) 
Multivariable Extension Of Theorem 2 
The method of derivation of the generating relation (4.4.1) can be applied mu-
tatis mutandis to prove its multivariable extension which is contained in 
Theorem 3 
Let A'(mi, • • •, m,.), A"(ni, • • • ,nr) and A"'{ki, ••• ,kr) denote a multiple se-
ciueuces of arbitrary complex numbers for integers r > 1. Suppose also that the com-
plex i)arameters Q, /i and 6 be unrestricted, in general, and set M = mi-\ h m^, 
N = rii + •• • + rir, K = ki -\ + kr, m* = max(0, - m i , • • •, -m,.). 
Then, for every integer Mi, M2 and M3 > 0 
y A^(mi, • • • m,), A"(ni, • • • n,) A"^  (A^ i, • • • K) 
mi,-.,m.,ni,-,n,,fci,...Av=0 (^ + « ) M I A ' / ( 1 + P)M2N ( 1 + < )^jV/3K 
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(mi! rii! /ci!) • • • (m^! rir! ^rO 
E E 
rni,---,7nr=—oo n\, .^^^rn* (1 + <^ )MiAf (1 + I^)M2N ("^l! TZi!) • • • (m^! rir!) 
y^ [-13 - M2N)M,K 
kuhr=o (1 + " + MiM)M,k (1 + 5)A/3K 
A'{mi + ki,-• • ,mr + kr) A" {ni — ki,-• • ,nr - kr) A'" (ki,- • • ,kr) 
^ ^  ~ (4.4.3) 
{nil + l)fei ki\--- {rrir + l)kr k^ 
provided that both sides of (4.4.3) exist. 
Remark 
For r = 1 or else when (3:2 = ^2 = 22) = • • • = {xr — Zr — yr) = 0, 
A'(m,0,---,0) = A^ m! , A"(n,0,-• • ,0) = B„ n! and A"'(fc,0,-• • ,0) = C^ k\ , 
where m,n,k > 0, Theorem 3 would reduce at once to Theorem 2. 
4.5 APPLICATION OF THEOREM 2 and THEOREM 3 
When ;\/i = 7^ /2 = A/3 = 1, ^ ^ = (1 + a)m/m\ , B„ = (1 + /?)„/n! and 
Ck = (1 + S)k/k\ , (4.4.1) reduces to a known result of Exton [28, p.l47(3)] in its 
modified form [58, p.3(1.4)]. 
00 00 m j.n 
exp{s + t-xt/s) = Yl E —r-Fi-^ih"; ^ + 1; ]^ (4-5.i) 
m=—oo n=jn* 
For 
(Qp)m D _ (Cr)n ^ (e„)fc 
m\{b,)m' n\{dX' k\{f,y 
(4.4.2) will reduces to known result due to Pathan and Yasmeen [58, p.3(1.5) 
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If in (4.4.3), we set Mi = M2 =^  M3 = 0, choose A'(mi, • • •, m^) = A"(ni, • • •, n^) ^ 
A"'{ki, • • • ,kr) = 1. We thus obtain an extension of Exton's result (4.5.1) in the form. 
( r \ 00 00 
Y^iVi + Zi- {XiZilVi) \ = Y. Y. 
1=1 / Tni,--',mr=—ooni,---,nr=Tn* 
n (((yr ^ D / K ! "iO) i^ihn^; ^i +1; ^^ 1) (4.5.2) 
i = l 
Indeed, by assigning suitably special values to the arbitrary coefficients 
A'(mi, • • •, m,.), A"(ni, • • •, n^) and /\"'{ki, • • •, A;^ ), we can deduce a number of gener-
ating functions involving a fairly wide variety of special functions of several variables; 
e.g., the Lauricella hypergeometric functions F^', Fg, FQ and F^' of r variables 
[69, p.60] and their generalization introduced and studied by Srivastava and Daoust 
(cf. [64] and [65]). 
If we apply Theorem 3 to derive a multivariable generating function associated 
with a certain generalization of Lauricella function, defined by [67, p,65(21) and 
(22)]. 
{a,) : (a ; j ;••• ; (a^J ; 
^ n (%).,-,...+.„ fi {c^'i)s, • • • n {af)s,. s, .„ 
= E ^-^ ^— '— \" \ (4.5.3) 
^ — ° n {bi)s,^-^s,. n m s , • • • n (/?f^).„ '^ - '-
j=\ jz=l j = l 
where, for convergence of the multiple hypergeometric series, 
I + I + rrii — p — Qi > 0, i = 1,2, ••• ,n ; the equahty holds when, in addition 
p > 1 and E |2i|^/(P-^) < 1, or p < 1 and max{|2i|, • • •, |2„|} < 1. 
1=0 
Thus, if we set Afi = Af2 = M3 = 1 and choose the other coefficients in (4.4.3) 
in accordance with the definition (4.5.3), we shah obtain the desired multivariable 
generating function: 
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pp:qi;-;<?r 
•' * + l :u i ; - - - ; 'U„ 
M • « ) ;••• iK?) 
. (7.),(l + a) :(6:,J ;••• ; (6^) ; 
yu---yr 
ppvi'i;-\ci'r 
(^;j • vCoJ ; • • • • ) ( % ' ) ; 
w> 
2 l , • • • Zr 
(7:j,(i + ^) : K i ) ;••• ;(fcSO 
pP2-q'{;-;qr 
•^s2+i:w'i';---;<' ( - X i Z i / y i ) , - - - , ( - a ; ^ Z r / j / r ) 
E E A'(m,, . - - ,m,) A"(ni , . - . ,n , ) J / rz l" • • • » r ' 4 ' ; 
r7ll , --- ,77lr = —OO n i,.4^=m* (l + a;)A/ (l + /5)Ar mi! nj! • • • m^! n j 
r .^ :C ' ; - - ;C( ' ' ' 
B:£)';---;D('' 
(A;'J,(Ap + M),(l-7;-iV),(- /?-A^) 
(7;;), (7. + M), (1 - A; - TV), (1 + a + M), (1 + 5) 
K;)Ki + "^1)' (1 - < - "1). (-'^i) 
(1) (/;;;'0,(^ iV + ^ ' - ) ' ( i -< i -^) ' (^ i + i) ;••• ; 
(-ir(3;i),---,(-ir(a;.) 
(4.5.4) 
where A = p2 + p + Si + I, B = S2 + s + pi + 2, C = q'{ + qi + Uii + 1, 
D' = u'{ + UX + q[ + 1, CW = q'; + 9, + < + 1, D ^ = < + x^, + g; + 1, 
1^1 = Pi - si + gi - M'I + 1, iWr = Pi - si + q-^  - M^  + 1, M = mi + • • • + m,., 
A^  = rii + • • • + n^, fc = fci + • • • + A;^ . 
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Formula (4.5.4) provides a mltivariable generating functions for a class of gen-
eralized hypergeometric function including a fairly wide variety of special functions 
of several variables; e.g., Lauricella, Appell and Kampe de Feriet functions. 
When p = p^=p2 = qi= q[ = q'{ = ••• = qr = ql = q" = 1 and s = si = S2 = 
ui = u\ = u'l = ••• = Ur = u'^ = u" = 0, it yields the following generating function 
for the Lauricella function FQ [67, p.60(4)]. 
Fi^'-^A, a ' , - - . ,aM; 1 + a; y^,-• • ,yr] FJ^^ [X', c',• • • ,c^^^; 1 + P; 21,•••,z.] 
F^\X", e', • • •, e^ '"^ ; 1 + S; -XiZi/yi, •••, -XrZr/yr 
m\,---,mr=—oo ni,---,nr=m (1 + a)M (1 -\- P)N ''TT'l! 'T'l'- • • •'"T-r! Tlr 
F 3:3;-;3 3:2:-;2 
(A"), (A + M), {-0 - N) : (e'), (a' + rm), ( - m ) ; • 
( l - A ' - i V ) , ( l + Q + M) , ( l + (5) : ( l - c ' - n i ) , ( m i + l) ;• 
(eM), (aC^+m,), ( -n , ) ; 
( l - c ( ' " ) - n ^ ) , ( m , + 1) ; 
•''1) ' ' ' ) Xr (4.5.5) 
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CHAPTER 5 
ON GENERALIZATION OF BESSEL POLYNOMIALS OF 
SEVERAL VARIABLES 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
The Bessel polynomials are among the most important cylinder polynomials, 
with very diverse applications to physics, engineering and mathematical analysis. In 
this chapter we present a class of multivariable Bessel polynomials V "^J.'.'.'';^ '^^ ^ {^i,- • •, ^ii) 
In particular we shall find integral representations, basic generating function, as well 
as some partly bilateral and partly unilateral generating relations of these polyno-
mials. 
The Bessel polynomial in several variables is defined by Exton ([29]; p.4(3.1)) 
as follows 
A;i=0 fc„=0 
( -mO. , • • • (-m„).„ t ^ ... t ^ (5.1.1) 
If all but one of the variables are suppressed, we recover the Bessel polynomial 
Ymia;x) = 2Fo[~m,a-1 + m;-•••,-x] (5.1.2) 
which on replacing x by x/b, gives us the Bessel polynomials 
Ym{a,b]x) = 2FQ[-m,a-l + m;_, -x/b] (5.1.3) 
The Bessel polynomials (5.1.3) were introduced by Krall and Frink [40] in con-
nection with solution of the wave equation in the spherical coordinates. 
Several other authors including Agarwal [2], Carlitz [7], Grosswald [34], Al-
Salam [5], Chatterjea [9] and Mumtaz and Khursheed [54] have contributed to study 
of Bessel polynomials. 
5,2 T H E B E S S E L P O L Y N O M I A L S y}^,]:::];^f^ (a^i,"-^Xn) 
The polynomial ^4"?'','m '^^ ^ (s i^, • • • > ^n) is defined in [56] as follows 
m i rUn 
fei=0 fe„=0 
If in (5.2.1), we set QJ = 1, (j = 1,2, • • • ,n) and /3 = a — 2, we shall obtain 
Exton's Bessel polynomial (5.1.1). On setting n = 1 and replacing x by x/2, (5.2.1) 
reduces to 
Y^^^\x) = 2i^ o [-m,am + ^ + l; _ ; - | ] (5.2.2) 
a polynomial introduced by Mumtaz and Khursheed ([54], p.152(2.1)). 
Also, Bessel polynomials due to Al-salam ([5], p.529(2.2)), Chatterjea [9] and 
Krall and Frink (5.1.3) contained in (5.2.1). 
Erdelyi [22] defined the multivariable Laguerre polynomials by the relation 
( a + \)m^+...+mn 
- ^ » ; i l , - • , / ; i „ V ' ^ - l i I • ' 7 1 , ; — 
mi! • • -mn'. 
0^"^[-mi,---,-m„;Q; + l;a;i, • • • x„], (5.2.3) 
where 02 's a confluent hypergeometric function of n-variables [67,p.62(10)]. 
On using the identities 
(n-fc)! ( l -A-n ) f e 
we can rewrite (5.2.3) in the form 
i = l I. "^y ) A:i=0 A:„=0 
n I / \ / 1 \ K, 
fcl+---+fc„ 
m,- \ / - I 
,=1 {\^J J \ ^3 m:; [i;]\ (5.2.) 
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From (5.2.1) and (5.2.5), we obtain the relation between generalized Bessel 
polynomials and Laguerre polynomials as follows 
>i::'X"^^^ (xi, • • •, x„) = n {^i! (-^i)"^} 
T{-l-P-mi mn-V) (}_ 
where 
(5.2.6) 
V ~ aiTUi + • • • + Q;„mn, Tnj{j = 1,2 • • •, n) are integres. (5,2.7) 
For n = 1, a = 1 and x replaced by x/2, (5.2.6) reduces to 
Yi^Kx) = m\ {~xl2rL<^-'--^-'\2lxl (5.2.8) 
a result due to Al-salam ([5], p.530(2.5)). 
5.3 SOME INTEGRAL REPRESENTATIONS 
In this section we will present a number of integral representations for the 
generalized Bessel polynomials of several variables (5.2.1) in terms of Euler and 
Laplace integrals. 
The following integral representations are given in [56] 
^V+P+l i-oo 
>l" ; . ' .X"^Hxi , - - - ,x„ )^^^^^^_^^^y^ f^^e-^'Yl^{l + xjtsrqdt (5.3.1) 
r 2 : l ; - ; 0 
-^l:0;-;0 
1 + P + u,\ : —mi ) ' ^ n ) 
•^Ij " ' " ) Xr, 
r(x)r(u) ./o ^ ' ^-•••••-« '^^ *^' '"^"^^ dt (5.3.2) 
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2:1;-;1 
^ l : 0 ; - ; 0 
I + P + iy,fx : - m i ; 
A + M ; ; 
• ^ 1 ) • • ' ) "^r, 
= f (Xjf (^ lo ^'~' ^^ ~ ^^ '"' ^^:^--^^^ - i), • • •, x„(l - 0) rfi (5.3.3) 
where PQ-D'-'-D'^'^"! [^i'"'" ^"] ^^  ^^ ® generalized Kampe de Feriet function of n vari-
ables (cf. e.g.'([27],p.28(1.4.3)). 
sin7r(ti' + 7) sin7r(w + /?) V{v! + 7 + 1) r(w + /5 + 1) "^1+^1+-'""+'^ -"^ '^' 
(5.3.4) 
where u = a{mi + • • • + m„) and u' = a{ki + • • • + kn)-
If we set n = 1 in (5.3.1), choose s = l,a = l,P — a — 2 and replace x by x/b, 
(5.3.1) becomes 
r(Qf + n — 1) JO V 0 / 
a result due to Agarwal [2]. 
On putting // = /?, A = J V + 1 in (5.3.2), we get 
On the other hand, setting A = mi H h rUn + P + 1, ii = u — mi 
in (5.3.2), we obtain 
y( l , - , l ; / 3 ) / . . . X ^ 
(5.3.5) 
(5.3.6) 
m„ 
r(i/ + ^ + i) 
r (mi H h m„ + /3 + 1) r(i/ - mi - • • • - m„) 
y " r ^ + - + - . + / 3 (1 _ ^ ) . -mi - . . . -m„- l y^«i.;;-^«n;/3) (3;^^^ . . . ^ 3;^^) dt (5.3.7) 
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On replacing A and ^  in (5.3.2) hyu + p + X + 1 and -A respectively, equation 
(5.3.2) reduces to 
y(".,-,a.;/^-.A) . ... ^) - - s i n7 r (A) r ( l + A)r(z. + ^ + l) 
/"t"-"^^' (1 -1) - ^ ' ^ ' ^ Y^^::::;:f^ ix,t,•••,xj) dt (5.3.8) 
Further, if in (5.3.3), we replace A and fihy /j, and i/ + /? — /i + 1 respectively, 
(5.3.3) yields 
yiau-,a.;f3-,) (^r, . . . x) = ^(^ + f^ + ^) 
^m:,...,m„ ^^1, ^^n) r(/x) r(l /+/? - /i + l) 
/ ' t^-' (1 - tf^"-''^ y^:::;::'^^ Mi - 0, • • •, xn{i -1)) dt (5.3.9) 
For ^, = 1, X = {u + p), (5.3.2) reduces to 
(5.3.10) 
Finally, if in (5.3.3), we put A = 1 and fi = u + P, (5.3.3) reduces to 
J U 
^r£:.'.X"^^^ ( x i ( l - t ) , - . . , x „ ( l - t ) ) d t (5.3.11) 
Integral representations (5.3.1) to (5.3.4), (5.3.6) to (5.3.8), (5.3.10) and (5.3.11) 
are generalizations of known results obtained by Mumtaz and Khursheed ([54],(3.5), 
(3.3) to (3.4), (3.6) to (3.9), (3.14) and (3.15)) respectively 
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5.4 GENERATING FUNCTIONS OF THE BESSEL POLY-
NOMIALS r ^ - - - : )^ (xi, •••, a: J 
We give the following basic generating relations(see[56]) 
m i , - , m „ = 0 " ' l - ' " •»• 
(5.4.1) 
In formula (5.3.1), put s = 1, z/ + /9 = fc, where v is defined by (5.2.7) and k is 
integer, multiply throughout by (-A)*^ and then sum to get 
y^^-Z:-'^ ( Y ^ > • • •' YTA) = (1 + )^ fy^:.^-'^i^u •••, xn){-xr 
(5.4.3) 
Similarly, we find that 
,(-A)^' Eni";.'.:;;;;''-'^ ^ (-^ 'i,• • • ,^")V- = L ^"'n{(i + ^.0"^^}M^^t)dt (5.4.4) 
Evaluating the right hand side, we get 
Ent:::f-"' (-i.---,x„)^ = e-* E ••• E 
/c=0 '*'• fci=0 k„-0 
n { ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ T ^ ^ ^ } r (^ i + • • • + fc. + 1) L.,^...^,„ (A), (5.4.5) 
where L„(a;) is a Laguerre polynomial ([62], p.200(21)). 
On setting n = 1, Q = 1 in (5.4.5) and replacing x by x/2, it reduces to a 
known result due to Al-salam ([5], p.536(6.5)). In the same manner we can derive 
the following formulae: 
77 , / V ^ ^ i ^ ' ^ ^ ^ i : " ' ^ 
E y^^^--^:"""' (^1' • • •. ^ n){-X'f = / e-* Y[{{1 + xjtDcosiXt) dt (5.4.6) 
fc=0 "^O j = l 
(5.4.7) 
fc=0 
Mo 
Z >;S'::m:'-'^--'"^(^i>---,^n) n j - ^ 
A:i,---,A-„=0 
1 /-oo " 
J/ + 1) io y^j 
Now, by using the definition of the generalized Bessel polynomials (5.2.1), it is 
easy to find the following results: 
E Y{ai,---an;0-i') („ -"mi,---,??!,, \-^li 
m\ , - - ,7nH=0 
/? + l :1 ;••• ;1 
Xitl{\ -ti),--- ,X„t/{l -tn) 
) ) — ) 
(5.4.9) 
Z i"i";/';i;:"'"/'"-'^(^'ir• •,x„) niC^} = n{(i+ t^r'} 
mi,••-,711,1=0 i = l j = l 
ai + ---+an + P+l: 1; •••; 1; 
-! ) ) 
Xiti/{1 - ti), ••• , Xntn/il - tn) 
(5.4.10) 
The formulae (5.4.1) to (5.4.4) and (5.4.6) to (5.4.10) are generalizations of 
known results ([54], (4,1), (4.3), (4.6) to (4.10) and (4.4) to (4.5)) respectively. 
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5.5 PARTLY BILATERAL AND PARTLY UNILATERAL 
GENERATING RELATIONS 
The generating function for Laguerre polynomial L'f^^x) due to Exton ([28], 
p.l47(3)), is defined by 
4.^ oo oo em fp 
exp(s+ t -^ ) = E E T&^^i^'i^) s J ,j,±;^Am + py- (5.5.1) 
where m* — inax(0, —m). 
On putting s = (l — s — i + ztjs) in (5.3.1) and making use of (5.1), we get 
s) ^-i ,- .-n \Y-s-t^ztls' ' l - s - t + zt/sj 
1 oo oo „m 
1) . „ ^ ^ „±::. m\ p\ Jo 
Evaluating the right hand side, we get 
_j^s - ( i /+ /3+ l ) 
+0+m+p+l) g - u 
(5.5.2) 
i - . - * + - j Xi Xr y(a i , . - - ,a„ ; /3) ( 
oc oo m ^p 
• ^ a : l ; - ; 0 
"oo pZZ' ^- P-
u + 13 + in + p + I : - p ; -nii ; m„ 
^) X\,f ' ' ' 1 Xf 
m + 1; 
(5.5.3) 
Now, we present some special cases of the equation (5.5.3). 
If in (5.5.3), we set n = 1, replace x by x/2, it gives generating relation involving 
the Bessel polynomials F„("'^' (of (5.2.2): 
^ s) " [2{l-s-t + zt/s)^ 
OO oo 771 / p 
m=-oo p=m* '"'• f-
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1:1:1 {an + (3 + l)m+pFoa;o 
an + (3 + m + p+l V ;-n ; 
z,-x/2 
: m + 1 ;. 
(5.5.4) 
which iov P = a — 2, a = I and x replaced by 2x/b reduces to 
m=—oo p=m 
I- S-t+ — 
s 
X \ _ ^ ^ s"^tP 
{ l - S - t + Zt/s)) ~ m h o o j k * ^ ^ ' -
[a + n - !),„+,, F^^l 
a + n + m + p — 1 : —p ; n 
m + 1; 
2, —x/6 
Next, for z —)• 0, (5.5.3) to (5.5.5) reduce to the following results: 
(5.5.5) 
ii-s-fy^-^-^Y^::-^-^{^_ 
s — V ' 1 — s — t 
Z E ^ (^+/^+^)m^P y^:::;::''^-"-'' (^i, 
m = - o o p = m * '"'• F-
) ^JjiJ) (5.5.6) 
n - s - /^-(tt»+/J+l) y{«./3) I X 
-s-t), 
•X. CO 71) i /J 
E E - T 3 («" + /^  + l)'n-.P ri-'^^-^'^) (x), 
r7i,= - o c p = 7 7 t * ' ' ' • /^ ' 
and 
00 oo 771 J-p 
m=-oc p = m * " ^ ' /^ ' 
respectively. 
(5.5.7) 
(5.5.8) 
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